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In 2017, Taiwan’s Constitutional Court issued a decision ruling the same-sex marriage ban unconstitutional. Celebrated as a victory for marriage equality readying Taiwan to become “the first in Asia” to legalize same-sex marriage, the decision’s reasoning demonstrated a remarkable resemblance to *Obergefell v. Hodges* in that they both embrace formal equality, endorse marital supremacy, and render feminist critique of marriage irrelevant or insignificant. Through an investigation of social movement dynamics and constitutional politics, this Article explores the hidden histories of marriage equality and the rise of marital supremacy, revealing how marriage equality has served as a site of contestation where various visions of equality compete and where legal orientalism is enacted as well as resisted. It argues that Taiwan’s Constitutional Court decision and the marriage equality movement demonstrate a case of migrating marriage equality without feminism, presenting challenges for transnational feminism in terms of its absence.
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Introduction

Since 2001, when the Netherlands became the first country in the world to recognize same-sex marriage, more than two dozen countries have followed suit. Whether this was accomplished through the courts, legislature, or by referendum, it usually occurred after extensive and intense policy debates over the legal and social meanings of marriage and equality, in which one side argued for same-sex couples’ access to marriage as a form of equality while the other defended marriage as a historical institution between a man and a woman irrelevant to or inconsistent with equality. Traveling across borders as an idea, marriage equality has become synonymous with the legalization of same-sex marriage, constituting the core of LGBTQ equality and dignity. Feminist challenges to discrimination against women in and through marriage seem like a movement of the past, and the struggle for same-sex couples’ right to marry is today’s equality fight of marriage.

Taiwan is one of many countries where the marriage equality movement has been progressing as its countermovement grows, and the Taiwan Constitutional Court (hereinafter “the TCC”)\(^1\) recently issued a decision

---

1. Taiwan’s judicial institution to interpret the constitution was first named “dafaguan huiyi” (大法官會議) [the Council of Grand Justices] and later renamed “sifayuan dafaguan” (司法院大法官) [the Grand Justices of the Judicial Yuan]. To avoid confusion and to make it more accessible for international readers, I use the term “Constitutional Court,” the official translation of this institution, although this term can be somewhat misleading because the TCC determines the constitutionality of a statute or a
that appears to be a case of judicial borrowing. In 2017, two years after the United States Supreme Court adopted the “equal dignity” approach to rule it unconstitutional for states to deny legal recognition of a marriage between two persons of the same sex in Obergefell v. Hodges, the TCC ruled on the constitutionality of the same-sex marriage ban in Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748 (hereinafter “the Same-Sex Marriage Case”), rendering it a violation of equal protection of the freedom of marriage and of the constitutional protection of human dignity, but granted the legislature a two-year grace period to choose the proper form of legislation. Like Obergefell, the Same-Sex Marriage Case is a decision widely celebrated by marriage equality proponents as a landmark victory of marriage equality but condemned by opponents for its denial of the history and tradition of marriage as an institution of opposite-sex union. Unlike Obergefell, which brought about nationwide legalization of same-sex marriage in the United States but has also been criticized for its conservatism, the Same-Sex Marriage Case has received enormous praise but has produced a legal limbo for same-sex relationships and has led to a referendum war in which both opponents and proponents of same-sex marriage utilized referendums to achieve their goals, ended with the proponents’ landslide defeat. The Legislative Yuan (hereinafter “the legislature”), which was ordered by the TCC to choose proper legislation by May 24, 2019, did not take any action until the administration submitted its bill in February 2019. “The Enforcement Act for Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748” (司法院釋字第748號解釋施行法), which legalizes same-sex marriage registration and provides certain access to the substantive legal consequences of marriage, was passed on May 17 and became effective on May 24, 2019.

The Same-Sex Marriage Case is understood as the Taiwanese version of Obergefell, despite the facts that the TCC did not formally cite Obergefell's regulation at issue but does not decide on the case itself. See MINGUO XIANFA art. 78 (1947) (Taiwan). It is also worth mentioning that a newly passed law—the Constitution Litigation Act (憲法訴訟法), which is set to take effect in 2022—renames and redefines the institution as a Constitutional Court.

3. SHIZI NO. 748 JIESHI (釋字第748號解釋) [Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748] (2017) (hereinafter “Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748”). The official English translation of the decision, which refers to this decision as a “Same-Sex Marriage Case,” is available at http://cons.judicial.gov.tw/jcc/en-us/jep03/show?expno=748 [https://perma.cc/8CKP-HWBZ]. Records of the Same-Sex Marriage Case, including official legal documents and social movement documents, are archived in Taiwan Fashizheng Ziliaoku (台灣法實證資料庫) [Taiwan Database for Empirical Legal Studies] (TaDELS) and available at http://itdels.digital.ntu.edu.tw [https://perma.cc/82HV-JXLV].

4. From a law-and-politics and comparative perspective, Kuo & Chen discuss the view of the Same-Sex Marriage Case as Taiwan’s Obergefell, arguing that the Same-Sex Marriage Case, while mirroring Obergefell in terms of subject, doctrine, and argument, demonstrates more resemblance with Brown v. Board of Education considering its post-ruling politics and judicial style. See Kuo Ming-sung & Chen Hui-wen, The Brown Moment in Taiwan: Making Sense of the Law and Politics of the Taiwanese Same-Sex Marriage Case in a Comparative Light, 31 COLUM. J. ASIAN L. 72 (2017). It is not the purpose of this study to compare the degree of the Same-Sex Marriage Case’s likeness with Obergefell to that with Brown; rather, the following discussion presents a somewhat dif-
legal arguments\(^5\) and that \textit{Obergefell} did not explicitly consider sexual orientation a suspect classification requiring heightened scrutiny. Invoking the Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, \textit{Obergefell} identified the right to marry as a fundamental liberty, stressing its significance in protecting the most intimate decisions of an individual and between two people, in safeguarding children and families, and in constituting the keystone of social order.\(^6\) It was argued that the protection of such liberty applies to same-sex couples and opposite-sex couples alike because there is no difference between the two groups with respect to the principles of marriage and that the right to marry is not conditioned on the capacity or commitment to procreate.\(^7\) Praising homosexuals' respect and need for the privileges and responsibilities of marriage, the Court stated that “their immutable nature dictates that same-sex marriage is their only real path to this profound commitment.”\(^8\) In its brief review of the history of marriage as an evolving institution, the Court also expressed the view that women’s role and status have changed and that deep transformations in their structure have strengthened, rather than weakened, the institution of marriage.\(^9\)

In the \textit{Same-Sex Marriage Case}, the TCC argued that there is no difference between same-sex and opposite-sex couples with respect to their need, willingness, and ability to create a permanent union of an intimate and exclusive nature,\(^10\) and identified sexual orientation as an immutable characteristic and homosexuals as a discrete and insular minority in society.\(^11\) Invoking the fundamental rights and equality clauses, the TCC considered that classifications based on sexual orientation should be subject to heightened scrutiny, and came to the conclusion that the same-sex marriage ban is an unreasonable classification and different treatment that constitutes a violation of the right to marry, which is a fundamental right, and that the ban cannot be justified by the incapability or unwillingness to procreate.\(^12\)

To assure the public that the institution of marriage will be strengthened rather than overthrown, the TCC emphasized that same-sex marriages, if legally recognized, will constitute the bedrock of society together with opposite-sex marriages, and that the basic ethical order of opposite-sex marriage will remain unaffected.\(^13\) Women’s inferiority in marriage, either

\(^5\) \textit{Obergefell} is cited in footnote 1 of the Same-Sex Marriage Case as one of several factual sources of scientific evidence supporting its argument that sexual orientation is an immutable characteristic. See Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, supra note 3. See \textit{infra} Part III for discussions on the TCC’s choice not to cite \textit{Obergefell} as a legal authority.

\(^6\) 135 S. Ct. at 2599-602.

\(^7\) \textit{id.} at 2601.

\(^8\) \textit{id.} at 2594.

\(^9\) \textit{id.} at 2595-96.

\(^10\) Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, \textit{supra} note 3, at ¶ 13.

\(^11\) \textit{id.} ¶ 15.

\(^12\) \textit{id.} ¶ 15-16.

\(^13\) \textit{id.} ¶ 13.
past or present, went completely ignored and unaddressed in this decision.

The resemblance between Obergefell and the Same-Sex Marriage Case is demonstrated by their anti-classification approach that grants homosexuals the same access to marriage due to their “immutable nature” and similarities to heterosexuals, their glorification of marriage as the building block of society, and their view that marriage is an institution of formal equality except for the exclusion of same-sex couples. That is to say, they both embrace formal equality (equality as sameness), endorse marital supremacy (the legal privileging of marriage), and consider the feminist critique of marriage as an institution of male dominance to be irrelevant or insignificant. Given the prior history of the TCC’s judicial borrowing from European and American jurisprudence, this is not a resemblance of accident and ignorance. The formality of citation is absent, but the substance of the arguments is apparently there. Does this suggest a case of non-feminist constitutional migration, in which American marriage-equality jurisprudence traveled to Taiwan while leaving the feminist critique of marriage behind? Does it reveal an asymmetrical transnational flow of constitutional ideas, in which the United States Supreme Court demonstrated American exceptionalism and the TCC confirmed Taiwan subordination by looking to foreign jurisdictions for guidance? What can this tell us about the relationship between feminism and the marriage equality controversies in the United States and Taiwan, as well as about the relationship between the two countries? And what are the implications for transnational feminism in an age of marriage equality when it remains the case that “marital supremacy is alive and well”?16

Locating Obergefell and the Same-Sex Marriage Case in the local-global contexts of movement politics (the dynamics of movement and

14. It might be argued that Obergefell, being the U.S. Supreme Court’s first decision that applies the Fourteenth Amendment to same-sex relationships, took a step toward substantive equality by identifying the structural and historical disadvantages of same-sex couples and combining liberty and equality into the doctrine of equal dignity. One might also argue that Obergefell is a step toward substantive liberty, rather than substantive equality. Kenji Yoshino, for instance, discusses the Obergefell Court’s emphasis on the intertwined nature of liberty and equality and its recognition of “antisubordination liberty,” and considers this decision “a game changer for substantive due process jurisprudence” that facilitated the “new birth of freedom” and also the “new birth of equality.” Kenji Yoshino, A New Birth of Freedom? Obergefell v. Hodges, 129 Harv. L. Rev. 147, 148, 174, 179 (2015). I argue instead that the concept of equal dignity is still obsessed with classification and with the Aristotelian “likes alike,” “unlikes unlike” formula. It demands that same-sex couples be treated like heterosexual couples by arguing their sameness. Under this approach, marriage equality is more an equivalence to the same treatment for same-sex and opposite-sex couples and less a radical challenge to the hierarchy of marriage.

15. Serena Mayeri defines the term “marital supremacy” as referring broadly to “the legal privileging of marriage over non-marriage, and marital over nonmarital families.” Serena Mayeri, Marital Supremacy and the Constitution of the Nonmarital Family, 103 Cal. L. Rev. 1277, 1279, n.2 (2015).

countermovement in particular)\textsuperscript{17} and constitutional politics,\textsuperscript{16} this Article takes a radical and postcolonial feminist look at the marriage equality controversies and pursues two lines of inquiry to revisit the marriage question and to explore the challenges of transnational feminism. The first line of inquiry, addressed in Parts I and II below, concerns the relationship of marriage and equality. It begins with questioning, rather than assuming, the position of equalizing the legalization of same-sex marriage to the realization of marriage equality. Discussions on marriage equality often situate it in the context of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transsexual rights, evaluating its desirability and its opposition in accordance with its influences on the LGBTQ community. Marriage has come to provide, as Douglas NeJaime argues, “the framework through which to articulate both support and opposition to LGBT claims.”\textsuperscript{19} The conventional view that equates support of same-sex marriage to the endorsement of LGBTQ rights and opposition to same-sex marriage to an attack on them, however, has been challenged by a growing number of studies that shed light on the dark corners of the marriage equality movement, emphasizing the inequality of lives outside marriage (unmarried and non-marital relationships), arguing for the right to not marry, and criticizing the LGBTQ movement’s agenda of prioritizing marriage. This line of critique comprises positions including what Susanne Kim calls “marriage skepticism” (viewing the pursuit of the right to marry as an assimilationist and limiting position, and supporting pluralism) and “skeptical marriage equality” (being skeptical of marriage privilege but also favoring marriage equality for same-sex couples).\textsuperscript{20} These positions rethink the relationship between marriage and equality, refusing to take the inclusion of same-sex couples within the insti-


\textsuperscript{18} In a comparative study of marriage equality in the U.S. and Ireland with respect to the legal mechanism (legislation, courts, or referendum) through which the marriage equality debate is resolved, Conor O’Mahony highlights the importance of considering the interaction between constitutional law and constitutional politics at play in a particular national setting. Conor O’Mahony, \textit{Marriage Equality in the United States and Ireland: How History Shaped the Future}, 2017 U. ILL. L. REV. 681, 688-96 (2017). While this study does not aim to compare the legal mechanisms in Taiwan and the United States, the suggestion to pay attention to local constitutional politics remains helpful.


\textsuperscript{20} See Suzanne A. Kim, \textit{Skeptical Marriage Equality}, 34 HARV. J.L. & GENDER 37, 47, 53-54 (2011). I have argued for a three-route proposal for marriage equality, which can be termed a skeptical marriage-equality approach: (1) legalizing same-sex marriage while also eliminating marital privileges that have constituted and contributed to marital inequality; (2) legal recognition of non-marital intimate relationships (including non-sexual family) that provide alternatives to marriage while ensuring the equality of these relationships; and (3) taking affirmative action to end compulsory marriage by stopping the channeling of welfare through marriage and family. See Chen Chao-Ju, \textit{Hunyin Zuowei Falushang de Yixinglen Fuquan yu Tequan} (婚姻作為法律上的異性戀優權與特權 [Marriage as Heterosexual Patriarchy and Privilege], 27 NUXUE XUEZHI: FENJU YU XINGBI YENJU (文學學制:婦女與性別研究) [J. WOMEN’S & GENDER STUD.], 113, 152-53 (2010).
stitution of marriage as the sole solution to inequality. This view of marriage as itself an inequality is by no means unique to the LGBTQ context. It is deeply rooted in feminist scholarship, of which a critique of the institution of marriage as an arena of gender inequality is an essential part. Seen in this light, the marriage equality controversy is complicated by the tension between feminists, who refuse to set aside the agenda of challenging inequality within and through marriage, and same-sex marriage proponents, who prioritize inclusion of same-sex couples into the institution of marriage. This tension is further intensified by the countermovement, which targets not only LGBTQ claims but the feminist critique of marriage. Susan Boyd, for instance, has shown how the LGBTQ mainstream movement in some countries has silenced dissenting voices.21 Through cross-jurisdictional comparisons and theoretical inquiry, Nicola Baker has also discussed how second-wave feminist critiques are considered no longer relevant to contemporary marriage, while arguing for their continuing relevance and also examining the possibility of developing them into a transformative approach to relationship recognition.22

Drawing on academic critique and historical investigation to challenge the conventional wisdom of marriage equality, I will show that, in both the United States and Taiwan, the prioritization of same-sex marriage in the LGBTQ rights movement is a recent phenomenon accompanied by the marginalization of feminist and queer voices that dispute the privileging of marriage, oppose the oppression of marriage, disapprove of the association of marriage and parenthood, and condemn the discrimination against non-marital relationships. In this light, the “marriage cure” for inequality is subject to contestation. The “separate but (un)equal” debate in both the United States and Taiwan—which questions whether legal recognition of non-marital same-sex unions (e.g., domestic partnerships) constitutes a form of “separate but (un)equal” discrimination and second-class status—also deserves re-examination. When marital supremacy and formal equality are put to the test, advocacy of alternative forms of relationship recognition becomes a pursuit for equality rather than an effort to perpetrate LGBTQ inferiority. Yet Obergefell did not address alternative views on marriage and equality, and neither did the Same-Sex Marriage Case, thus further exemplifying how marital supremacy can exist as the joint product of domestic constitutional politics as well as of movement and countermovement interaction.

The second line of inquiry, discussed in Part III, deals with the relationship between marriage and national status, an issue that has received relatively little attention in the United States. In Taiwan, however, the marriage equality controversy is entangled with its status as a former Japanese

colony (1895-1945) and as an unrecognized state begging for international acknowledgment both of its nationhood and of its achievements in democracy and human rights. This context of local history and international politics is key to understanding Taiwan’s judicial borrowing in the Same-Sex Marriage Case and constant references to the experiences of specific Western countries and international human rights on both sides of the marriage equality controversy. It is also relevant to Taiwan being internationally recognized as “the beacon for Asia’s gays” and “a leader on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender rights” set to be the first nation in Asia to legalize same-sex marriage, while its anti-gay rights movement is portrayed as a backlash that undermines “Taiwan’s reputation as a regional leader on gay rights.”

Taiwan’s pursuit of being a nation that is “first in Asia” was a driving force for the Same-Sex Marriage Case, contributing to its being a case of interest convergence. However, the phenomenon of gay pride becoming national pride has also encountered challenges from anti-marriage-equality camps, which emphasize the non-existence of same-sex marriage as a world trend and defend opposite-sex marriage and family as a traditional value—a view that is expressed in a dissenting opinion in the Same-Sex Marriage Case.

In what follows, Part I investigates the hidden histories of marriage equality, Part II explores the rise of marital supremacy and the separate but

---

23. Taiwan has been struggling with its nation status in the international community since 1971 when the United Nations General Assembly passed Resolution 2758 and recognized the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) as the only legitimate representative of China to the United Nations. Claiming that Taiwan is part of its territory, the PRC government constantly and consistently employs diplomatic and economic tactics to exclude Taiwan from the international community, to deny its nationhood, and to increase its economic dependency on the PRC. See, e.g., Chris Horton, *As U.N. Gathers, Taiwan, Frozen Out, Struggles to Get Noticed*, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 21, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/21/world/asia/taiwan-united-nations-joseph-wu.html [https://perma.cc/9F2D-DALE].


(un)equal discourses, and Part III discusses the entanglement of intimate relationship recognition and national status recognition, followed by concluding thoughts on the challenges of transnational feminism.

I. More than Same-Sex Marriage: The Hidden Histories of Marriage Equality

Advocated and understood as being equivalent to the legalization of same-sex marriage, marriage equality is mainly discussed, debated, and examined within the context of the LGBTQ rights movement. The Same-Sex Marriage Case itself is an illustration of this view. It provides an account of legislative failures and delays in considering the legalization of same-sex marriage, from the 1986 petition by the renowned gay activist and one of the petitioners in this case, Chi Chia-Wei (祁家威), to legislator Hsiao Bi-Khim (蕭美琴)’s 2006 same-sex marriage bill and several same-sex marriage bills introduced in 2016.27 It mentions neither the TCC’s previous decisions on gender equality in marriage and family nor the history of family law reform as a result of feminist legal mobilization. Although this omission can be interpreted as a judicial choice to manage its judicial legitimacy and lay the groundwork for its “timely” intervention in the same-sex marriage controversy,28 it can also be understood as an indication of the TCC’s view on same-sex marriage as an issue of gay and lesbian29 rights, and on marriage as an institution unrelated to gender inequality except with respect to the legal exclusion of same-sex couples.

Obergefell has been criticized for acknowledging only the legacy of second-wave feminist legal advocacy but not the feminist opposition to discrimination against women living outside marriage.30 In contrast, the fact that the TCC completely ignored the legal history of marriage inequality and of feminist legal mobilization has received little attention. Discussions of the Same-Sex Marriage Case and the legalization of same-sex marriage in Taiwan often repeat, rather than criticize, the TCC’s view. Kuo Ming-sung and Chen Hui-wen’s study of this case, for instance, describes the path toward this decision as one that is situated in the gay rights movement, having no internal movement conflicts and unconnected to feminist legal reform.31 Likewise, Elaine Jefferys and Pan Wang describe the background and advocacy of the legalization of same-sex marriage in Taiwan as part of

27. Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, supra note 3, ¶¶ 8–9.
28. See infra discussions Part II.
29. In Taiwan, tong-zi (同志), a gender-neutral term, has been a popular term for homosexuals since 1992. It is now a common practice for gay and lesbian individuals to be referred to and self-identify as tong-zi, while some prefer the term “ku-er” (客兒) (a phonetic translation of “queer”). See Chen Li-fen, Queering Taiwan: In Search of Nationalism’s Other, 37 MODERN CHINA 384, 387–88, n.5 (2011).
The following discussion shows that this picture of marriage equality as pertaining solely to the legalization of same-sex marriage and being connected only to LGBTQ history is an incomplete and flawed one.

A. Challenging the Dominant History of the Same-Sex Marriage Case

The term “marriage equality” has served as a synonym for same-sex marriage ever since 2012, when the annual gay pride parade held in Taipei—the largest gay pride parade in Asia—adopted “marriage equality” as one of its slogans for its tenth anniversary. In the same year, Legislator Yu Mei-nu (尤美 Primer), a prominent leader of the Taiwanese women’s movement and a feminist lawyer, submitted a marriage equality bill to legalize same-sex marriage for legislative review by amending the Civil Code of the Republic of China (中華民國民法) (hereinafter “the Civil Code”). In 2013, the Taiwan Alliance to Promote Civil Partnership Rights (台灣伴侶權益推動聯盟) (TAPCPR) proposed a draft for diverse families composed of three bills, including a bill for equal marriage rights. The TAPCPR’s Equal Marriage Rights Bill, also known as the Marriage Equality Bill, is also an amendment to the Civil Code. It permits any two people to marry, regardless of sex, sexual orientation, or gender identity, and provides an anti-discrimination clause that forbids discrimination based on sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression with respect to adoption of children. These marriage equality bills mainly targeted exclusion and demanded inclusion.

The narrow definition of marriage equality in its common use suggests an equally narrow definition of marriage inequality as the exclusion of same-sex couples from the institution of marriage. As a result, it fails to take into account other forms of marriage inequality, such as the subordination of wives, mothers, and people who live outside of marriage. This failure to define marriage equality in broader terms further constrains the possibility of locating marriage equality within the history of family law reform, in which the legal institution of marriage has been transformed from an institution that prescribes women’s subordination through sex-based status rules into one that features gender-neutral rules—a transformation that has been advanced by the feminist legal reform movement.

32. Elaine Jeffreys & Pan Wang, Pathways to Legalize Same-Sex Marriage in China and Taiwan: Globalization and “Chinese Values,” in Global Perspectives on Same-Sex Marriage 207–10 (Bronwyn Winter, Maxime Forest, & Rejane Senac eds., 2018).
33. See Johan Nylander, Could Taiwan Be First in Asia with Same-Sex Marriage?, CNN (July 3, 2016), https://www.cnn.com/2016/07/03/asia/taiwan-same-sex-marriage/index.html [https://perma.cc/C8P5-3APT]. The bill was revised and re-proposed in 2016 after Legislator Yu was re-elected. Jeffreys & Wang, supra note 32, at 210.
34. The other two bills are discussed in Part II. For the text of the TAPCPR draft, see https://tapcpr.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/e5a99ae5a7bbe5b9b3e6ac8a1003.pdf [https://perma.cc/A95B-9EMG]. For the TAPCPR leader Victoria Hsu’s introduction to the draft and its movement, see Victoria Hsu, Colors of Rainbows, Shades of Family: The Road to Marriage Equality and Democratization of Intimacy in Taiwan, 16 Geo. J. Int’l Aff. 154 (2015).
through legal mechanisms of the legislature and the TCC since the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{35} Notably, the TCC’s very first decision that applied constitutional review to issues of gender equality was a decision that ruled on the constitutionality of a family law provision concerning child custody, in which the TCC responded to feminist constitutional mobilization and rendered it a violation of constitutional gender equality to grant the father superiority over the mother in custody rights.\textsuperscript{36} Feminist family law reform has paved the way for same-sex marriage advocacy by gender-neutralizing the law, making it easier to include same-sex couples and making legal marriage a somewhat more equal institution, albeit not yet a fully equal one.\textsuperscript{37} It is therefore crucial to situate marriage equality within the contexts of both the LGBTQ and the women’s movements. When the TCC ignored the history of family law reform in the \textit{Same-Sex Marriage Case}, it disregarded its own participation in the development of marriage as a legal institution. For scholarly as well as public discussions, ignoring the relationship between feminist family law reform and legalizing same-sex marriage falsely disconnects LGBTQ and feminist concerns while also demonstrating historical amnesia about feminist legal mobilization.

B. Why Marriage? What Kind of Marriage? Intermovement and Intramovement Dynamics

The relatively homogenous picture of the story of marriage equality as one of consistent pursuit of same-sex marriage reduces its historical complexities. The “Why marriage?” question has been explored by scholarship, revealing how the U.S. history of marriage equality is complicated by intramovement differences within the LGBTQ movement as well as intermovement dynamics between the LGBTQ and women’s movements. The classic Stoddard–Ettelbrick debate over whether marriage equality is the path for LGBTQ equality exemplifies how marriage’s relation to equality was subject to contestation within the LGBTQ community: Thomas Stoddard argued that expanding the marriage right to same-sex couples would transform the institution of marriage and advance the full equality for gay people,\textsuperscript{38} and Paula Ettelbrick claimed that pursuing marriage would undermine gay identity and force the assimilation of lesbians and


\textsuperscript{36} SHIZI NO. 365 JIESHI (釋字第365號解釋) [Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 365] (1994).

\textsuperscript{37} Chen, supra note 35, at 142-44.

gay men into the mainstream.\textsuperscript{39} Scholarship on the history of marriage resistance has also presented conflicting views on how marriage resistance relates to same-sex marriage advocacy. The dominant history demonstrates how same-sex marriage has come to occupy the most prominent place within the LGBTQ movement, and how it marginalized calls to resist marriage in the 1990s,\textsuperscript{40} whereas the dissenting view presents the dialogical and interactive relationship between marriage and non-marital advocacy.\textsuperscript{41} In addition, there have been tensions between the women’s movement and same-sex marriage advocacy; a classic example is how some Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) proponents distanced themselves from the issue of same-sex marriage due to fear of jeopardizing the ERA movement.\textsuperscript{42}

The historical dynamics of marriage resistance, marriage advocacy, and women’s equality are no less complicated in Taiwan. In the 1990s, when the women’s movement prioritized family law reform on its agenda, a controversy arose: should marriage reform include same-sex couples’ right to marry, or should it concentrate on overturning men’s privileges as husbands and fathers without expanding the institution of marriage? Mobilized by married and divorced women’s suffering and facing strong public opposition, women’s movement focused not on the entry to but on the exit from marriage, as well as on rights and obligations during marriage. The family law amendment bill, proposed by several women’s groups with the Awakening Foundation (婦女新知基金會)\textsuperscript{43} playing a key role, sought to equalize marriage by abolishing sex-specific provisions that privilege husbands and fathers, reshaping the marital property regime so as to reduce women’s economic disadvantages during marriage and after divorce, and enhancing the exit so that women would not be trapped in oppressive mar-

\textsuperscript{39} Paula Ettelbrick, Since When Is Marriage a Path to Liberation?, in \textit{We Are Everywhere}, supra note 38, at 757–60. According to Nathaniel Frank, Ettelbrick softened her view before her death in 2011 and came to understand the enormous power of the freedom to choose to marry for gay people. \textit{Nathaniel Frank, Awakening: How Gay and Lesbians Brought Marriage Equality to America} 357 (2017).

\textsuperscript{40} See, e.g., \textit{George Chauncey, Why Marriage? The History Shaping Today’s Debate Over Gay Equality} (2004); \textit{Frank, supra note 39}; \textit{Michael J. Klarman, From the Closet to the Altar: Courts, Backlash, and the Struggle for Same-Sex Marriage} (2014).

\textsuperscript{41} See, e.g., Mayeri, supra note 30; NeJaime, \textit{Before Marriage}, supra note 19.

\textsuperscript{42} One strategy of ERA opponents was to tie ERA to legalization of same-sex marriage so as to increase public opposition against ERA. Some ERA proponents responded by differentiating ERA and same-sex marriage advocacy. See Reva Siegel, \textit{Constitutional Culture, Social Movement Conflict and Constitutional Change: The Case of the de facto ERA}, 94 \textit{Cal. L. Rev.} 1323, 1390-95, 1400-03 (2006).

\textsuperscript{43} Established in 1982 first as a magazine publishing house, the Awakening Foundation is one of the few women’s organizations devoted to feminist legal reform and one of the main women’s organizations that pioneered and led the family law reform in Taiwan. A disclosure statement: I was a long-term board member of the Awakening Foundation, serving as its chairperson from 2012 to 2014, but have distanced myself from the marriage equality movement since 2016. In this Article I avoid addressing any of my knowledge of movement decisions, interactions, and conflicts that might possibly raise ethical concerns.
riages. It can be argued that the feminist family law reform advocacy in the 1990s was based on the view of existing marriage as the source of women’s oppression: a birdcage that constrained women’s autonomy and inscribed women’s inferiority. As indicated in the main title of a series of feminist legal literacy books, *Handbook for Women’s Full Escape from the Family* (女人完全逃家手冊), the central feminist issue was to escape from the cage, not to gain entry to it.

For the women’s movement, marriage was part of the solution, which was exactly the position that the American gay and lesbian liberation movement in the 1960s and 1970s embraced. For the lesbian and gay movement in Taiwan, however, marriage could be part of both. In two issues of the lesbian journal *Girl Friends* (女朋友) (published in 1995 and 2000) devoted to exploring diverse views on and experiences with marriage, the discussion sees marriage as a source of both oppression and privilege. Rather than going as far as Paula Ettelbrick did in questioning marriage as the path to liberation, these lesbians explored how marriage could offer the potential to move beyond the norm of heterosexual marriage, while also reflecting on the compulsiveness of marriage. Some gay men also expressed the desirability of “the right to marry,” a view that argues for legal recognition of same-sex marriage as a form of same-sex equality without endorsing the normativity of marriage and heterosexual norms, and one that is similar to Thomas Stoddard’s.

The women’s movement’s family law reform proposal in Taiwan was therefore challenged and accused of ignoring lesbian and gay rights. Lesbians, in particular, openly demanded that the right to marry, as well as legal protection for non-marital relationships, be included in the reform agenda. In the 1996 women’s march, lesbian groups spoke out for legal recognition of (1) homosexuals’ right to marry and to parenthood, (2)
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44. See Xinqingban Minfa Qinshubian Xiuzheng Caoan Zongshuoming (新婚姻民法親屬編修正草案總說明) [Introduction to the Hsin-Ching Amendment Bill of the Chapter on Family of the Civil Code], TAIWAN FASHIZHENG ZILIAOKU (T 南丹法律資料庫) [TAIWAN DATABASE FOR EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUDIES] (TaDELS), (March 8, 1995), http://itdels.digital.ntu.edu.tw/item.php?ID=C_0008_0004_0006 [https://perma.cc/K76N-KR6X].

45. Issued by the Awakening Foundation, this series of handbooks was divided into three topics: divorce, marital property, and domestic violence.


same-sex couples’ right to insurance, medical care, and spousal stipends, and (3) welfare policy that abolished the heterosexual family model and provided equal resources for single, homosexual, and other non-marital families. Disappointed at the under-inclusiveness of the women’s movement’s legal reform agenda, some lesbians openly charged the women’s movement with being “mainstream heterosexual women pleasing and begging for compassion from the institution of heterosexualitY.”

In 1990s Taiwan, the differences between those who wished to prioritize the reform of inequality within opposite-sex marriage and those who wished to include the legalization of same-sex marriage and other forms of non-marital relationship are best understood as being more strategic than ideological. Whereas the former cherry-picked a restricted but still difficult fight against male supremacy in marriage, the latter preferred a total war against heterosexual patriarchy. Unlike the movement-and-countermovement dynamic in the U.S., in which ERA proponents distanced themselves from same-sex marriage due to organized opponents’ use of the specter of same-sex marriage as an argument against the ERA, Taiwan’s women’s movement did not face a strong and highly organized anti-feminist countermovement that deliberately associated family law reform with the possibility of legalizing same-sex marriage so as to attack and undermine the movement. It was a time when social movements were on the rise but not so threatening to the conservatives as to invite countermovement. Against this background, the women’s movement’s failure to include same-sex marriage in its family reform proposal was neither opposition to same-sex marriage and LGBTQ rights nor an endorsement of heterosexual marriage normativity. Rather, it was the result of prioritizing the most winnable fight, which generated intermovement tensions and a painful conflict within the sisterhood.

A special issue of the Awakening Foundation newsletter, entitled “Women-Identified Women” (Women-identifying women) and including a selective translation of the Radicalesbians’ 1970 manifesto “The Woman-Identified Woman,” was a showcase of this debate between and

---

50. Ku Ming-jun (古明君), Nuren Yibai, Tongzhi Feiteng (女人一百，同志沸騰) [Women 100, Tongzhi on Fire], 10 NUPENGYOU (女朋友) 34 (1996). THE LESBIAN DEMANDS CONCERN NOT ONLY MARRIAGE AND FAMILY BUT ALSO OTHER SOCIAL AREAS, INCLUDING THE WORKPLACE.


52. David S. Meyer and Suzanne Staggenborg argue that three conditions promote the rise of counter-movements: (1) movement success; (2) movement threats to existing interests; and (3) elite allies and sponsors. See David S. Meyer & Suzanne Staggenborg, Movements, Countermovements, and the Structure of Political Opportunity, 101 AM. J. SOC. 1628, 1635–43 (1996).

53. No. 158, FUNU XINZHI [AWAKENING] (1995). Further deliberation on the debate can also be found in Nos. 1 and 2 of the feminist journal SaoDong (騷動) [Stri].

among feminists and LGBTQ advocates. It presented a critique of the entangled relationship between the lesbian and women’s movements, which echoed the radical lesbian manifesto and called for radical reflections on women’s differences. In doing so, the special issue showed how the Taiwanese lesbian community had benefitted from and connected to feminist lesbianism in the English world, while also deliberating on the difference between Taiwan and the West by arguing that the lesbian movement in Taiwan was nurtured by and intertwined with the women’s movement, whereas the Euro-American lesbian movement had become an independent movement. The critique was followed by a response from the organization’s feminist activists, which explained that there was no choice but to advocate for a compromised version of family law reform bill, and which highlighted women’s oppression in marriage as well as the commonality of challenging heterosexual marriage normativity and patriarchy. In this light, the differences between the women’s movement and its lesbian critics were for the most part about the degree of compromise in terms of legislative lobbying strategy.

Nevertheless, this feminist–lesbian controversy is not unrelated to homophobic responses to family law reform. When the women’s movement targeted the exit from marriage and sought to broaden that exit, early drafts of the family law amendment listed having a homosexual or bisexual relationship (the first draft) or committing opposite- or same-sex adultery (the second draft) as one of the grounds for divorce. A legislative proposal then borrowed the language from the first draft and considered the practice of homosexuality an abnormal act. This view was further exaggerated by the media, resulting in the women’s movement being charged with discriminating against homosexuality and in public attention being drawn to the relationship between family law and homosexuality. This “negative presence of homosexuality”—in my definition, the recognition of homosexuality as a form of intimacy and sexuality in divorce, intimate violence, and sexual violence—was a two-edged sword. It recognized the existence of homosexuality and extended the grounds for divorce but at the risk of stigmatizing homosexuality and driving a wedge between the women’s move-

55. Adrienne Rich’s theory of a “lesbian continuum,” which extended the notion of the woman-identified woman, and her critique of compulsory heterosexuality, are also a constant reference point for feminist lesbians in Taiwan. For Rich’s theory and critique, see Adrienne Rich, *Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence*, 5 *Signs* 631 (1980).

56. The difference between Taiwan and the Euro-American world was discussed in Chang Hsiao-hung (張小虹), Zai Zhangli zhong Huxiang Kanjian: Nutongzhi Yundong yu Funu Yundong Zhijing (在張力中相互看見M-女同志運動與婦女運動之糾葛) [Seeing Each Other in Tensions: The Entanglement of the Lesbian Movement and Women’s Movement], 158 *Funu Xinzhi* (婦女新知) [Awakening] 5 (1995).


ment and the LGBTQ community. It invited public attention to homosexuality in a way that combined homophobia and misogyny, leading some women’s rights activists to distance themselves from the issue of homosexuality, and consequently to lesbian condemnation of “homophobia within the feminist camp.” The issue of extramarital sex further demonstrated the difference between the women’s movement and the LGBTQ community. The women’s movement’s family law reform bill did not challenge the marital duty of sexual loyalty; rather, it extended it to include extramarital homosexuality as a violation of marital duty. The marital duty of sexual loyalty was, however, both challenged and supported by gay and lesbian individuals. The women’s movement was also divided on the issue of the crime of adultery—a disagreement that would surface in later debates.

The hidden histories of marriage equality described above present a picture of controversy, rather than consensus, on the issue of marriage and equality. In fact, the term “marriage equality” did not even appear in the 1990s debate in Taiwan. Marriage inequality was not defined as a ban on same-sex marriage alone, nor was marriage equality equated with the recognition of same-sex marriage. Marriage inequality and marriage equality were equally subject to contestation. Both the women’s movement and the LGBTQ community disapproved of marital supremacy and endorsed singleness as well as diverse forms of intimate relationship, despite their differences in agenda-setting and in the extent of the plurality of family. Yet the tensions between the two continued for years, and intensified with the rise of the marriage equality movement in the twenty-first century.

II. The Rise of Marital Supremacy Discourses: From Embracing Family Pluralism to Rejecting Partnership Recognition as Separate but (Un)equal

With a majority opinion that “reads like a love letter to marriage,” Obergefell v. Hodges has been described as a victory for marriage equality at the expense of the unmarried and of non-marriage. Considering its glorified statement that “no union is more profound than marriage, for it embodies the highest ideals of love, fidelity, devotion, sacrifice, and fam-


60. Some gay men supported the marital duty of sexual loyalty, whereas others considered it an issue to be decided by each couple. See Chi, supra note 48, at 8–9. Some lesbians argued that adultery should remain a crime after the legalization of same-sex marriage, whereas others demanded the abolishment of the crime of adultery. Wohun Haishi Nihun: Guanyu Tongzhi Hunyin de Xianchang Call In (我婚還是婚：關於同志婚姻的現場 Call in) [I Am Getting Married or You Are Getting Dizzy: Call In at the Same-Sex Marriage Site], 32 NUPENGYOU (女朋友) [GIRL FRIENDS] 20 (2000).

ily,” the “love letter” analogy is not an exaggeration. While not going as far, the Same-Sex Marriage Case also explicitly demonstrated its pro-marriage impulse, echoing the advocacy of the marriage equality movement. The following discussion shows how, following a somewhat different path from that of the American LGBTQ movement, Taiwan’s diverse family movement has also collapsed into a marriage equality movement for same-sex marriage that prioritizes marriage, leaving out and marginalizing people subordinated in or living outside of marriage.

A. A Pluralist Beginning and the Rise of a Countermovement: Interaction between Movement and Countermovement

As the Taiwanese family law reform proposal advocated by the women’s movement since the 1990s gradually achieved limited success and most of the sex-based rules were abolished in the 2000s, it was time for family pluralism to become a legal reform agenda. In 2006, the Awakening Foundation initiated a dual strategy to recognize diverse families: (1) legalizing same-sex marriage, and (2) recognizing non-marital partnership for both opposite- and same-sex couples. It gathered a group of concerned activists, including members of organizations for divorced women and the LGBTQ community, to explore the proper legal approach to respond to different experiences of marriage and views on intimate relationships. In 2009 a coalition for the advocacy of partnership and diverse families was established, which became an independent organization, the TAPCPR, in 2012. In 2013, the TAPCPR announced its three-bill package for diverse families: (a) equal marriage rights, (b) partnership rights, and (c) multiple-person household rights. The Equal Marriage Rights Bill is an amendment of the Civil Code that de-genders the two parties of a marriage and forbids sex/gender discrimination in the adoption of children. As an alternative to marriage for same- and opposite-sex couples in a monogamous relationship, the Partnership Rights Bill recognizes partnership as a contract by requiring a pre-nuptial agreement, ensuring caretaker equality by requiring household labor be compensated, and protecting freedom by excluding the obligation of sexual loyalty and allowing termination of the relationship by either party on a non-fault basis. And as an alternative to monogamy, the Multiple-Person Household Bill contains the idea of a chosen family, which allows two or more persons who cohabitate and support each other to register as a household and as equal partners, regardless of their sexual intimacy. Yet as radical as it may seem, this three-bill package is not a “valuing...
all families" approach but a “marriage-plus” proposal that does little to undermine the privileges of conventional marriage and the inequalities within marriage. In its search for the justice of both recognition and distribution (to use Nancy Fraser’s conception of justice), TAPCPR’s proposal has chosen to endorse a contractual model of relationship recognition without simultaneously challenging the channeling of entitlements through marriage or partnership that might enforce the privatization of care and support the neo-liberal state.

Presenting a diverse vision of marriage and family, the three-in-one advocacy nevertheless encountered massive opposition and harsh criticism from right to left on strategic and ideological grounds. As a movement strategy, the advocacy was an invitation to various enemies and was vulnerable to attacks and false allegations. As a vision, the three-in-one package was indeed an eye-opener for the public. Responding to the criticisms of the three-in-one advocacy as increasing the complexity of legislative lobbying and hindering public understanding, the TAPCPR argued that the advocacy brought to light the issues of heterosexual supremacy and marital hegemony, and advanced further discussion on the meanings and functions of a family. The vision was, however, advocated at the price of facilitating its opponents’ mobilization. In 2013, the same year that the TAPCPR announced the three-in-one package, the League of Taiwan Guardians of Family (hereinafter “the LTGF”) was established and effectively launched a countermovement against the diverse family movement. Sponsored by a group of Christian religious entrepreneurs and under the impact of a globalized religious conservative movement through its local brokers, the LTGF has successfully triggered social moral panic against same-sex marriage and LGBTQ rights.

Although Christian conservatives are the core of the LTGF, they have had to deal with the inconvenient fact that Christians constitute a tiny religious minority in Taiwan (only 5 percent of the population). Concerned about the Christians’ legitimacy in leading the movement to “defend the traditional family,” the LTGF has managed to bridge religious differences and include Buddhist, Daoist, and other religious groups as well as the Chinese Confucian-Mencius Association, and therefore...
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64. For the “valuing all families” approach, see Polikoff, supra note 46, at 123-45.
65. Nancy Fraser herself has argued that redressing the injustice (as misrecognition) of the exclusion of gays and lesbians from marriage can be done in various ways, including granting the same access to marriage or de-institutionalizing heterosexual marriage and decoupling entitlements such as health insurance from marital status. See Nancy Fraser, Rethinking Recognition, 3 NEW LEFT REV. 107, 115 (2000).
66. See Hsu, supra note 34, at 158-59.
67. The LTGF is not the first anti-LGBTQ association in Taiwan. In 2011, the True-Love League, also Christian-based and linked to a global religious conservative movement, was established to protest sex education and education on LGBTQ rights in elementary and middle schools. See Huang Ke-hsien, “Culture Wars” in a Globalized East: How Taiwanese Conservative Christianity Turned Public during the Same-Sex Marriage Controversy and a Secularist Backlash, 4 REV. RELIGION & CHINESE SOC’Y 108, 121-22 (2017).
68. See id. at 109-110, 115-24.
presents itself as a cross-religion alliance. It preaches “family values” on both religious and cultural grounds and links the legalization of same-sex marriage to sexual liberation so as to increase public panic and maximize its influence. It has mounted campaign attacks against the Partnership Rights Bill and the Multiple-Person Household Bill, claiming that these are an endorsement and encouragement of adultery, incest, polygamy, and bes-tiality, and criticizing the legalization of same-sex marriage as the destruction of “traditional family values.”

The three-in-one advocacy therefore encountered a foreseeable three-in-one counter advocacy, which blocked the introduction of the Partnership Rights Bill and the Multiple-Person Household Bill in the legislature and significantly increased the controversy over the Marriage Equality Bills, one sponsored by Legislator Yu Mei-nu (尤美群) and her colleagues in 2012 and the other by Legislator Cheng Li-chiu (鄭麗君) and her colleagues in 2013. Both Yu and Cheng are members of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), the opposition and minority party at that time. In October 2013, both bills advanced to committee deliberation, and several public hearings were held to seek public opinion. In response to the advance of the Marriage Equality Bills, the LTGF gathered tens of thousands of people in the streets to protest the legalization of same-sex marriage. Facing profound public opposition and the LTGF’s intensive lobbying against the Marriage Equality Bills, the legislature, dominated by the Nationalist Party (Kuomintang, or the KMT), delayed further consideration of the bills after formal discussion in 2014, and both bills were deemed dead when the eighth Legislative Yuan term ended in January 2016. This was also when Taiwan’s first female president, Tsai Ing-wen (蔡英文), was elected, and when her party, the DPP, won the majority in the legislature for the first time in Taiwan’s history.

Encouraged by the newly elected President Tsai’s campaign promise to support marriage equality but discouraged by the countermovement’s attack on the Partnership Rights Bill and the Multiple-Person Household Bill, the diverse-family movement limited its cause to the legalization of same-sex marriage and emphasized the right to marry for those who love each other regardless of gender, as well as the significance of same-sex marriage for LGBTQ equality and identity. “Love” and “the right to love each other” became the movement’s popular slogans, and “the right to marry” was elevated to “the right to have rights.” Responding to the countermovement’s emphasis on the “disastrous effects” of same-sex marriage and family, advocates of same-sex marriage also came to stress the value of marriage and same-sex couples’ willingness as well as capability to build a stable marriage and care for children.

69. Id. at 123–24.
70. The KMT had been the majority ruling party in Taiwan since 1945, remained in power for more than a decade after Taiwan’s transition to democracy in the late 1980s, and recently became the minority party in 2016. See Taiwan Profile-Timeline, BBC News (Feb. 1, 2019), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-16178545 [https://perma.cc/QCR4-GLVC].
Both the LTGF’s lobbying and the TAPCPR’s response prioritized marriage, so that partnership and other forms of non-marital relationship were no longer on the table, excluding the possibility of legalizing both marriage for same-sex unions and partnership for heterosexual couples and therefore ensuring that there is no competition with marriage. The TAPCPR pursued a litigation strategy,71 and in 2015 two cases challenging the constitutionality of the same-sex marriage ban were filed separately by the renowned gay activist Chi Chia-wei (祁家威) and the Taipei City Government.72 A new alliance, the Marriage Equality Coalition (婚姻平權大平台),73 was established in 2016 and cooperated with Legislator Yu Mei-nu (尤美女) to relaunch the legislative effort to legalize same-sex marriage. Legislator Yu later reintroduced the Marriage Equality Bill. Legislator Hsu Yu-jen (許毓仁) of the KMT and the caucus of the New Power Party (a new minority party) also introduced similar bills, making marriage equality a legislative proposal across party lines. However, opposition to same-sex marriage also received cross-party support, so that President Tsai’s campaign promise turned out to be mere lip service. At the end of 2016, Legislator Yu worked with her cross-party allies in the Legislative Yuan to have the Marriage Equality Bill pass the first reading and the committee review and be referred to all party caucuses for compulsory negotiation. They were unable to proceed further due to strong social resistance and opposition from majority members of both the DPP and KMT, showing how the marriage equality controversy goes beyond party divisions.

In struggling to maintain a middle position, President Tsai and the DPP’s management of the same-sex marriage controversy pleased neither side. While marriage equality proponents condemned Tsai and the DPP for failing to fulfill their campaign promise and provide enough support to pass the bill, its opponents, including the Presbyterian church—a long-term active participant in Taiwan’s democracy movement and close ally of the DPP—blamed them for permitting the advance of the same-sex marriage advocacy. As the legislature and Tsai administration were trapped in the same-sex marriage controversy and Tsai’s poll numbers continued to decline, the TCC came to their rescue and announced its “timely” admission of two same-sex marriage cases (filed in 2015) in February 2017. Grabbing the ball in its court only three months after the newly elected legislature began processing the marriage equality bills, the TCC’s move was undeniably a case of judicial activism that made it an active player in

71. See Hsu, supra note 34, at 160–61.
72. Chi Chia-wei’s petition was filed on August 20, 2015; the Taipei City Government’s petition was filed on November 4, 2015.
73. The Marriage Equality Coalition Taiwan consists of five groups: the Taiwan Tongzhi (LGBT) Hotline Association (台灣同志諮詢熱線協會), Taiwan LGBT Family Rights Advocacy (台灣同志家庭權益促進會), Awakening Foundation (醒女新知基金會), Pridewatch Taiwan (同志人權法案監督聯盟), and the Queermosa Award. TAIWAN TONGZHI (LGBT) HOTLINE ASS’N, 2017 TAIWAN LGBTI RIGHTS POLICY REVIEW n.5 (2017).
The context for the TCC’s announcement was that seven newly appointed justices, nominated by President Tsai and approved by the DPP majority Legislative Yuan, including Chief Justice Hsu Tzong-li—a moderate liberal constitutional professor and an experienced justice—had joined the TCC (composed of 15 members) on November 1, 2016, a week before the legislature began to review the Marriage Equality Bill. These newly appointed justices added new strength to the TCC’s minority liberal wing, and all of them, including the chief justice, joined the majority opinion in the Same-Sex Marriage Case, despite the fact that one of them (the only female nominee) explicitly expressed her preference for the German model of same-sex partnership during her confirmation hearing.

This new composition of the TCC, however, should not be mistaken as President Tsai’s deliberate attempt to endorse marriage equality by reorganizing the TCC. Essential evidence of this is that the new chief justice/president and justice/vice president of the Judicial Yuan were the replacements for President Tsai’s initial nomination of conservative candidates for these two key positions. The other five new justices were also nominated as the embarrassed president, having been criticized for supporting judicial conservatism and failing to ensure transitional justice, was struggling to re-establish her reputation.

For same-sex marriage proponents, the result of the judicial nomination controversy improved the chance of winning through the TCC, leading to the landmark victory of the Same-Sex Marriage Case. For its opponents, the controversy undermined President Tsai and the TCC’s authority, and the Same-Sex Marriage Case was considered unconstitutional judicial interference in legislative power. The TCC’s glorification of marriage can be considered an attempt to satisfy both sides of the marriage equality contro-
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74. Kuo & Chen also argued that “The TCC’s announcement was a godsend not only to the deadlocked Parliament but also to President Tsai’s oscillating government.” Kuo & Chen, supra note 4, at 91. The issue of timing is the reason that the TCC provided an account of the uncertainty of the legislature’s passage of the same-sex marriage legislation, and the legislature’s failure to pass the legislation of same-sex marriage for more than a decade. See Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, supra note 3, ¶¶ 9–10.

75. Professor Hsu served as a justice of the TCC from 2003 to 2011. His re-appointment has invited criticism alleging the unconstitutionality of the re-appointment. See Jason Pan, Possible Judicial Pick Challenged, TAIPEI TIMES (Aug. 27, 2016), http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2016/08/27/2003653947 [https://perma.cc/FP8J-S945].

76. 150 LIFAYUAN GONGBAO (立法院公報) [LEGIS. YUAN GAZ.], no. 74 (1995), at 300 (Taiwan). The issue of women opposing same-sex marriage deserves further discussion, but its scope goes beyond the limit of this Article.

77. President Tsai defended her initial nominations for chief justice/president and justice/vice president of the Judicial Yuan by expressing empathy for them after the former nominee’s involvement in political persecution as a prosecutor under the KMT’s authoritarian rule was exposed and the latter nominee was accused of plagiarism. Tsai was eventually compelled to withdraw her nomination of the two candidates under escalating social and political pressure. Kuo & Chen’s discussion of the TCC and the Same-Sex Marriage Case provides a detailed description of the re-organization of the TCC after President Tsai assumed office but omits this crucial fact. See Kuo & Chen, supra note 4, at 87–89.
versy— an attempt that was well received by only one side. Irritated by the legislative review of the marriage bill, the judicial nominations, and the TCC’s “timely” intervention, the countermovement redoubled its attack, bringing tens of thousands people into the streets to protest, denying the legitimacy of the legislature and the TCC to decide the issue of same-sex marriage, launching a well-mobilized but unsuccessful campaign to recall a star legislator for his support of same-sex marriage,78 and demanding a referendum as the preferred solution. When the Referendum Act (公民投票法) was revised at the end of 2017 to lower the threshold to initiate and pass a referendum, the League for the Happiness of the Next Generation (下一代幸福聯盟), another active Christian-based coalition of the countermovement, immediately proceeded with its plan in accordance with the new law, and successfully won a referendum on the Civil Code’s definition of marriage as a union of a man and a woman as well as a referendum on the special legislation of same-sex union on November 24, 2018. In response, the marriage equality movement fought fiercely against the special legislation of same-sex partnership, including a failed attempt to pass a referendum on the legalization of same-sex marriage by amending the Civil Code, which was held on the same day. Having wrestled with possible legal strategies to balance between competing interests for months, the administration finally submitted its bill, “the Enforcement Act for Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748,” to the legislature in late February, 2019. As a form of special legislation, the bill creates a semi-marriage relationship for same-sex couples, but deliberately gives no name to the same-sex union to dodge the thorny issue of naming (same-sex marriage, partnership, or cohabiting relationship). It is at once celebrated and condemned for its marriage-likeness: marriage equality advocates demand more resemblance to marriage, and opponents urge for further distinctions from marriage.

Seen in this light, the marriage equality movement in the 2000s began as a movement for diverse families, advocating the recognition of both same-sex marriage and non-marital relationships, but was narrowed down to a same-sex marriage advocacy, arguing for the similarity of same-sex couples and heterosexual couples, after a series of interactions between the movement and its countermovement intertwined with constitutional politics. This split perception of the Same-Sex Marriage Case, which represents a society divided on the issue of same-sex marriage, is not only a difference in public opinion but is inseparable from the dynamics of the judiciary, legislature and the people. An investigation into the intermovement and intramovement dynamics involved will further our understanding of the prioritization of marriage in Taiwan.

B. Marginalizing Different Voices: Silenced Feminists and Outspoken Queers in Inter- and Intramovement Dynamics

After the preparation and introduction of the TAPCPR’s three-in-one package, the movement for diverse families found itself in multi-front debates with conservatives and radicals. The Equal Marriage Rights Bill was too moderate for feminists and radicals, whereas the Partnership Rights Bill and the Multiple-Person Household Rights Bill were too radical for conservatives or too libertarian for feminist equality advocates. Skeptical and critical of marriage being the solution for women’s equality, the women’s movement did initially not endorse same-sex marriage by celebrating the value and centrality of the institution of marriage. As mentioned before, movement and countermovement interactions led to a change in the rhetoric of the marriage equality movement, and this change did not encounter public feminist criticism. Given the painful history of the 1990s, this feminist silence can be understood as a strategic and inconvenient choice than as an endorsement of this rhetoric. The feminist discontent with the three-in-one package can be further examined by exploring differences regarding two issues that the Same-Sex Marriage Case did not deal with: the crime of adultery and the marital presumption of parentage.

As late as the 1990s, both the women’s movement and the LGBTQ movement were divided on the issue of the legal treatment of extramarital sex. Advocates of abolishing the crime of adultery have long encountered objections both inside and outside the women’s movement. The Awakening Foundation, which considers the criminalization of adultery to be a form of sexual control and gender inequality, remains the leading force advocating its abolishment, despite some women’s organizations’ objection or hesitation to support this position due to their endorsement of marital loyalty and the instrumental value of the crime of adultery for a divorce bargain. After years of advocacy without a single amendment proposal ever being submitted in the legislature, the Awakening Foundation’s collaboration with other organizations gathered hundreds of signatures, including those of more than two hundred lawyers and law professors, and worked with Legislator Yu Mei-nu to submit a first-time legislative proposal to abolish the crime of adultery in 2013. Since Legislator Yu—a main

79. However, the TCC, which confirmed the constitutionality of the crime of adultery in Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 554, did express its endorsement of the obligation of fidelity “[a]ssuming that marriage is expected to safeguard the basic ethical orders.” (2002) (Taiwan Const. Ct. Interp.), http://cons.judicial.gov.tw/jcc/en-us/jep03/show?expno=554 [https://perma.cc/DKG6-U5BH]. Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, supra note 3, ¶ 16. The issue of applying the crime of adultery to same-sex couples has been discussed in the U.S. context. See Peter Nicolas, The Lavender Letter: Applying the Law of Adultery to Same-Sex Couples and Same-Sex Conduct, 63 FLA. L. REV. 97 (2011).

80. The right to use assisted reproductive technologies is also an issue of concern frequently associated with the legalization of same-sex marriage but is not addressed in this Article due to the complexity of the issue.

81. The signature petition can be found at https://www.awakening.org.tw/topic/2273 [https://perma.cc/PWR6-353P].
leader of the family law reform movement before joining the legislature—became a leading lawmaker pursuing both the abolishment of the crime of adultery and the legalization of same-sex marriage, and given the fact that Taiwanese society is more tolerant toward homosexuality than it is toward extramarital sex,82 it was to be expected that the countermovement would link the two issues and attack the marriage equality movement for approving and encouraging adultery, resulting in greater social objection to same-sex marriage and the three-in-one package. The TAPCPR’s Equal Marriage Rights Bill did not include an amendment of the Criminal Code to abolish the crime of adultery, and, as an amendment of the Civil Code, maintained the marital duty of sexual loyalty. The Partnership Rights Bill, in contrast, excluded it.

Feminists’ doubts about the TAPCPR’s strategy to satisfy two types of needs—marriage for those who prefer a sexually exclusive relationship enforced by law, and partnership for those who don’t—and their concerns about the Multiple-Person Household Bill’s potential to endorse male sexual privileges were rarely raised in public after the countermovement arose and expanded. The countermovement’s tactic of linking the objection to abolishing the crime of adultery and the opposition to same-sex marriage has stimulated fears of jeopardizing the legalization of same-sex marriage by advocating the abolishment of adultery. Although this linking is disapproved of by marriage equality advocates,83 it nevertheless forces a difficult feminist choice of temporary silence or distance by distinction.

The marital presumption of parentage, which constructs voluntary fatherhood and compulsory motherhood and contributes to marital supremacy, is also an issue on which same-sex marriage proponents find differences. The same-sex marriage bills that passed the committee review precluded the application of marital presumption for same-sex couples. Considering it an effective and proper legal mechanism to recognize and protect same-sex parenthood, the TAPCPR’s Equal Marriage Rights Bill endorses marital presumption. Test cases of lesbian mothers who have children through the assistance of reproductive technologies were also filed with the hope of extending stepparent adoption to same-sex parents but


83. Marriage Equality Coalition (婚姻平權大平台), for instance, distinguishes the legalization of same-sex marriage from the abolishment of the crime of adultery, explaining that these are two different issues regulated by different laws. See Q2: Tongzhi hunyin tongguo hou, jiuhui jinyibu rang xingfa 239 tiao tongjian chuzuihua, feichu xingfa di 227 tiao “liangxiao wucai” tiaokuan hefahua ma? (Q2: After the legalization of same-sex marriage, will Article 239 of the Penal Code be revoked to abolish the “Romeo and Julia” clause?) EQUAL LOVE (婚姻平權大平台), http://equallove.tw/questions/7 [https://perma.cc/CU7B-CH25].
have been rejected by courts.\textsuperscript{84} For same-sex parents who desire marriage and yearn for legal recognition of their parenthood, marital presumption seems to be a natural and secure way to acknowledge same-sex parenthood, and the right to marry is incomplete without the right to apply marital presumption. The TAPCPR openly expressed its discontent with the exclusion of marital presumption in the bills, but the Marriage Equality Coalition disagreed, preferring the recognition of same-sex parenthood through the route of adoption so as to avoid the unnecessary and unpractical association of parenthood with marriage.\textsuperscript{85} For feminist equality advocates and marriage supremacy critics, marital presumption is part of marriage inequality and hence the subject of reform. The argument for excluding the application of marital assumption to same-sex couples in the debate, however, did not go so far as to advocate the abolishment of marital presumption for opposite-sex couples, which can be understood as a strategy to avoid further attack from the countermovement. The debate about marital presumption within the same-sex marriage camp therefore demonstrates the silence or marginalization of feminist concerns, including how privileging the marital relationship over the non-marital relationship can signify and materialize the inferiority of non-marital parenthood. Indeed, as Nancy Polikoff warns, the focus on marriage equality as the way to recognize a child’s two parents, and of marriage as better for children than non-marriage, can be misguided.\textsuperscript{86} The Same-Sex Marriage Case explicitly refused to rule on the issue of same-sex parenthood,\textsuperscript{87} leaving the plaintiff’s request and the marriage equality movement’s plea unanswered. Although this refusal reflected the overlapping consensus of the majority rather than an intention to express a critical view that disapproved of the conflation of marriage and parenthood, the result was that it accidentally avoided such conflation.

Compared to feminist silence on disagreements, a strand of queer criticism presents itself in a blunt and aggressive manner, fearless of undermining the legalization of same-sex marriage or of facilitating the countermovement. In response to same-sex marriage advocacy, these queer critics, who also hold a sex-positive view on sexuality, launched a campaign to “destroy family, abolish marriage.” It exists mainly in the form of discursive exchanges, street demonstrations, and other resistance

\textsuperscript{84} This litigation strategy is quite different from the American marriage equality movement, in which white male adoptive fathers have been over-represented as parent-plaintiffs. See Nancy D. Polikoff, Marriage as Blindspot: What Children with LGBT Parents Need Now, in AFTER MARRIAGE EQUALITY: THE FUTURES OF LGBT RIGHTS 138–39 (Carlos A. Ball ed., 2016).


\textsuperscript{86} Polikoff, supra note 84, at 131-49.

\textsuperscript{87} Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, supra note 3, ¶ 18.
actions, and does not seek legal mobilization through lobbying or litigation. Highlighting its resistance to marriage normativity, the “destroy family, abolish marriage” advocacy disapproves of the legalization of same-sex marriage and criticizes the marriage equality movement for prioritizing marriage and expanding heterosexual marital norms to same-sex couples. In this light, the marriage equality movement shares a common ground with its countermovement: endorsing marital supremacy. As the marriage equality movement responded to countermovement attacks by softening its rhetoric and stressing the distinction between legalizing same-sex marriage and abolishing the crime of adultery, it further proved the queer critique’s point.

The “destroy family, abolish marriage” advocacy also condemns the marriage equality movement for supporting the channeling of welfare through marriage and family, and argues against the neo-liberal policy of family-based care. From this point of view, legalizing same-sex marriage will compel same-sex couples to enter marriage so as to receive welfare benefits, but will not help LGBTQ people at the bottom under the current residual welfare model. It will enforce compulsory marriage on the one hand and will exacerbate class inequality on the other. This line of anti-neo-liberalism argument is far from unfamiliar to Canadian feminists as well as to the women’s movement in Taiwan, which has long committed to fighting against the privatization of care and neo-liberalist policies by demanding a feminist welfare state. While the women’s movement finds it possible to argue for same-sex marriage and concurrently battle the neo-liberal state, the “destroy family, abolish marriage” advocacy considers it a contradiction to oppose class inequality and neo-liberalism while prioritizing marriage and family.

Lisa Vanhala argued that intramovement differences can sometimes provide a “dialogic opportunity” that facilitates deliberation, debate, and collective identity. In the case of the same-sex marriage controversy in Taiwan, the opportunity is taken in a way that has unfortunately further divided the movement. The intramovement debate demonstrates how feminists and “destroy family, abolish marriage” queers respond differently to the countermovement. Feminists, including pro-marriage equality advocates and skeptical marriage-equality advocates, choose strategic silence and even compromise, both to minimize opposition to the legalization of

88. Josephine Ho, Localized Trajectories of Queerness and Activism under Global Governance, in The Global Trajectories of Queerness: Re-thinking Same-Sex Politics in the Global South 121, 135 n.7 (Ashley Tellis & Sruti Bala eds., 2015). For discourses on the “destroy family, abolish marriage” proposition, see Xiangxiang Bujating zhenxi (像想不家庭陣線) [Imagining Nonfamily Alliance], Xiangxiang Bujating: Mianxiang Yige Pian de Yu Tuobang (想像不家庭：邁向一個批判的異托邦) [Against Family-Marriage Continuum: A Collective Speculative Extrapolation into the Familial and Recalcitrant Modes of World-buildings] (2019).
89. See Brenda Cossman & Judy Fudge, Privatization, Law, and the Challenge to Feminism (2002).
same-sex marriage and to avoid endangering its already vulnerable relationship with the LGBTQ community. “Destroy family, abolish marriage” queers, in contrast, as marriage skeptics, prioritize the ideological war on marriage and discursive resistance over realistic fighting against the countermovement on the legal battleground. This also shows how the claims for and against marriage equality are intertwined with the regulations on extra-marital sex, on parenthood, and on the neo-liberal state, and why it is problematic to characterize all claims against same-sex marriage as anti-LGBTQ claims.

C. Taiwan’s Version of the Separate but (Un)equal Debate

The debate on partnership legislation provides another window into how equality’s meaning has been contested by both the marriage equality movement and its countermovement. As the marriage equality controversy arose in 2012 and reached its first peak in 2013, the idea of legislating a same-sex partnership act was proposed as a middle-ground solution to the controversy, and the Ministry of Justice has since demonstrated its preference for this approach by commissioning reports that provide such a recommendation.91 Neither the Awakening Foundation’s advocacy for partnership legislation since 2006 nor the TAPCPR’s Partnership Rights Bill in 2013 limited protection of partnership rights to same-sex couples, because partnership was considered an alternative to, not a substitute for, marriage. Based on this view of same-sex partnership legislation as an indication of LGBTQ inferiority—a view that is shared by marriage equality advocates in many countries, including the United States, but also contested by dissenters of marriage supremacy92—the TAPCPR immediately rejected the proposal of special legislation for same-sex partnership.93 Opposing the legal recognition of same-sex couples as a union, the countermovement was initially not interested in and even disapproved of the idea of same-sex partnership legislation.

The scenario gradually changed as both the marriage equality movement and its countermovement grew. While the same-sex marriage legisla-


92. See Barker, supra note 22, at 41–66.

93. For the TAPCPR’s objection to a special legislation of same-sex partnership, see Hsu, supra note 34, at 159.
tion advanced in the legislature and social support for LGBTQ rights demonstrated itself through street demonstrations, public opinion forums, and survey polls, the countermovement found that its total war against any legal recognition of same-sex couples became less persuasive. Concerned with the marriage equality movement’s accusation of discrimination and violation of human rights, countermovement organizations have adopted a new strategy that acknowledges the rights of homosexuals without destroying the heterosexual marriage and family. In 2016, the countermovement openly endorsed the idea of special legislation to protect gay and lesbian rights. A group of religious leaders, including Buddhists, Daoists, Catholics, Christians, members of I-Kuan Tao (一貫道), and so forth, held a press conference and issued a joint announcement opposing the amendment of the Civil Code to legalize same-sex marriage but supporting the legislation of a special law to protect the rights of homosexuals, demonstrating the amazing solidarity of religious groups concerning the issue of same-sex marriage. The LTGF also issued a statement repudiating the claim that special legislation constituted discrimination against homosexuals, in which it employed the second part of the Aristotelian equality formula, “Likes alike,” “unlikes unlike,” to argue that those who were different should be treated differently. Since then, the countermovement has maintained a position against same-sex marriage but supporting the legal recognition of same-sex partnership or same-sex cohabitation relationship. The administration has never explicitly objected to this position and has even expressed support for it before an absolute majority of voters exhibited their support for a special law for same-sex couples and backed the definition of marriage as the union of a man and a woman in the 2018 referendum. Some scholars also argue that the right to marry is not a human right, that marriage equality is not an equivalence to same-sex mar-

94. See Press Release, Taiwan Zongjiaojie Lianhe shengming (台灣宗教界聯合聲明) [Joint Announcement by the Taiwan Region’s Circles], Taiwan Fashizheng Ziliaoku (台灣法實證資料庫) [Taiwan Database for Empirical Legal Studies] (TaDELS), (Nov. 30, 2016), http://itdels.digital.ntu.edu.tw/Item.php?ID=A_0002_0006_0007_0034 [https://perma.cc/U7KJ-255G].

95. See Press Release, Zhendui tongxing banlu zhunfa bei chengwei qishi huiying (針對同性伴侶專法被稱為歧視回應) [Response to the claim that a special legislation for same-sex couples is discrimination], Taiwan Fashizheng Ziliaoku (台灣法實證資料庫) [Taiwan Database for Empirical Legal Studies] (TaDELS), (Nov. 27, 2016) http://itdels.digital.ntu.edu.tw/Item.php?ID=A_0002_0006_0007_0033 [https://perma.cc/3GMR-6Q9L].

riage, and that providing same-sex couples with legal recognition other than marriage is a form of equality (different treatment for different people) and an embrace of diversity.97

This “different but equal” argument was countered by marriage equality advocates’ sameness argument, which went as far as to reason that special legislation, whatever the format and the content, constituted a kind of different treatment and hence discrimination. The more the countermove- ment supported special legislation for same-sex couples, the more the marriage equality movement opposed it. As part of the religious conservative movement’s “secular backlash,” that is, the LGBTQ supporters’ portrait of the religious movement as an anti-human-civilization movement led by “evil” religious leaders who utilize various strategies to deceive their ignorant believers,98 the marriage equality movement responded to the countermovement’s compromise by dismissing it as a completely unacceptable proposal worthless of consideration. Considering the countermovement’s argument to resemble “separate but equal,” marriage equality advocates characterized the special legislation of same-sex partnership as a form of apartheid and segregation that reinforces heterosexual normativity and prescribes LGBTQ’s second-class citizenship,99 and in 2016 they gathered tens of thousands of people to protest in the streets against the proposal of special legislation. They argued that special legislation is “fake equality” and “real discrimination,” and that gay and lesbian individuals, like heterosexual people, are entitled to the right to marry under the same law. Using the first part of the Aristotelian equality formula, “Likes alike,” to dispute the countermovement’s argument based on the second part,
“Unlike unlike,” the marriage equality movement ironically shares the same equality principle as its countermovement, rendering the debate one resembling the feminist sameness and difference debate, though without referring to it.

Unsurprisingly, the Same-Sex Marriage Case adopted the formal equality doctrine to recognize same-sex couples’ freedom to marry and demanded that same-sex couples be treated like heterosexual couples by arguing their sameness—that is, their correspondence to the standard of heterosexual marriage. Its immutability requirement (homosexuals being a group of an immutable nature) further suggests that social hierarchy is biologically based and risks essentializing dominance. Moreover, the Same-Sex Marriage Case failed to settle the controversy over special legislation for same-sex couples, despite ruling it unconstitutional to deny same-sex couples the right to marry. The TCC specifically noted that it is within the discretion of the legislature and the administration to determine the formality of the law, suggesting the possible permissibility of legislating a same-sex partnership act or same-sex marriage act. Worried about the possibility of the legislative choice of special legislation, the marriage equality movement continued the onslaught on it until the countermovement’s triumph in the 2018 referendum forced the movement’s retreat from this position.

Similar to the United States, where social conservatives opposing same-sex marriage are sometimes identified as “strange bedfellows” of the LGBTQ movement for its bringing same-sex marriage into the public arena, the debate over whether special legislation for same-sex couples is discrimination or equality in Taiwan is one that contributes to marital supremacy on both sides. By claiming that same-sex couples are “different but equal,” same-sex marriage opponents borrow the language of difference to uphold the sanctity and exclusiveness of marriage. By arguing against “separate but equal,” same-sex marriage proponents emphasize the centrality of marriage and rank marriage over partnership. The Same-Sex Marriage Case represented the success of marital supremacy, despite the fact that the gay petitioner Chi Chia-wei (祁家威) finally and publicly revealed his lack of intention to marry his long-term partner after the decision.

100. “It is within the discretion of the authorities concerned to determine the formality (for example, amendment of the Marriage Chapter, enactment of a special Chapter in Part IV on Family of the Civil Code, enactment of a special law, or other formality) for achieving the equal protection of the freedom of marriage for two persons of the same sex to create a permanent union of intimate and exclusive nature for the purpose of living a common life.” Judicial Yuan Interpretation No. 748, supra note 3, ¶ 17.


102. This turn of the countermovement in Taiwan indicates a difference from the countermovement in the United States. Blaming women for the failure of marriage, some LGBTQ opponents turned to support same-sex marriage “precisely because it was marriage.” See Nancy D. Polikoff, Concord with Which Other Families? Marriage Equality, Family Demographics, and Race, 164 U. PA. L. REV. ONLINE 99, 100 (2016).
The debate also demonstrates how the countermovement has responded to the marriage equality movement’s rights, equality, and discrimination arguments by increasingly using the very same language to make their arguments based on public reason—rather than on emotion, morality, and religion—in their public statements, so as to refute accusations of homophobia and bigotry. Moreover, both sides of the debate employ analogies with racial segregation and miscegenation in the United States and frequently refer to international human rights law, German law, American law, and laws of other “progressive Western countries.” Indeed, marriage equality has served as a site of contestation where the competition among different views of equality is entangled with their deployment of international human rights and comparative law.

III. From Gay Pride to National Pride: Intimate Relationship Recognition and National Status Recognition Intertwined

Neither the majority opinion in Obergefell nor that in the Same-Sex Marriage Case referred to foreign legal authorities. In Obergefell the majority opinion exhibits the U.S. Supreme Court’s common practice of America exceptionalism, proving Breda Cossman’s point that same-sex marriage is produced as “not a foreign import but rather a made in the United States product,” showing how the United States “has not been a net importer of constitutional ideas.” In the Same-Sex Marriage Case, the majority opinion appears to be an extraordinary exception to the TCC’s usual record of explicit judicial borrowing. However, this lack of formal citation requires a deeper look that takes into account the substance of the ruling and the historical, political, and legal context of Taiwan, leading to the conclusion that there is indeed evidence of the migration of marriage equality jurisprudence. The thought-provoking fact that the dissenting opinions in Obergefell and the Same-Sex Marriage Case heavily cited foreign and international legal authorities further invites a second look at this migration.

A. Internalization and Resistance of Legal Orientalism: The Role of International Human Rights and Comparative Law

Haunted by its colonial past but ironically also suffering from historical amnesia, Taiwan is a country that looks up to the progressive West and that is eager to climb the ladder of civilization. It has suffered the ideologi-


104. Criticizing American courts’ lack of reference to Canadian same-sex marriage jurisprudence, Brenda Cossman provided this comment in a pre-Obergefell work. Brenda Cossman, Migrating Marriages, in The Migration of Constitutional Ideas 214, 220 (Sujit Choudhry ed., 2007). Her comment is re-confirmed by Obergefell’s lack of judicial borrowing.
cal harms—or what Patricia Williams terms the “spirit murder”\textsuperscript{105}—of “lack as tradition,” that is, the perception of its own history and tradition as a “lack of rights and the rule of law” and as “lagging behind the West.”\textsuperscript{106} A symptom of this self-perception is to consider the reception of Western law a necessary step toward modernization and civilization, whether by force (Japanese colonialism) or by choice (democratization),\textsuperscript{107} without questioning Western superiority. Another symptom is historical amnesia, that is, the lack of knowledge of or interest in learning about its own past and connecting it to the present, as demonstrated by the judicial style of the TCC’s decisions.\textsuperscript{108} The combined symptom is an overemphasis on the comparative law of the “progressive West,” which finds its expression in the fact that the overwhelming majority of Taiwanese legal scholarship on marriage equality is devoted to the study of comparative law, in particular European and American Law. As a result, views of marriage equality legislation are debated in search of either the best foreign model to follow or which foreign model to distinguish local law from.

Since its transition to democratization in the late 1980s and under the “building a nation based on human rights” policy of the first DPP President Chen Shui-bian (陳水扁)’s administration (2000-2008), Taiwan has come to label itself as a democratic country of human rights so as to distinguish itself from the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and obtain international recognition. The recent rise of international human rights movements and legal studies has further mingled internalized legal orientalism with the pursuit of Taiwan’s sovereign status as a nation independent of and different from the PRC, and international human rights law has become an essential point of reference. As a common term and goal, “connecting to the international community” demonstrates a collective national mentality of rejecting Taiwan’s lack of recognition and lag in civilization and of endeavoring to join the club of progressive nations.

\begin{flushleft}
\hspace{1cm}105. Patricia Williams names the psychic injuries that black people have suffered as a kind of “spirit murder.” Patricia Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights: Diary of a Mad Law Professor 78 (1995).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\hspace{1cm}106. See Chen Chao-ju, Producing “Lack as Tradition”: A Feminist Critique of Legal Orientalism in Colonial Taiwan, 1 Comp. Legal Histories 154, 177-78 (2015).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\hspace{1cm}107. Laura Nader and Ugo Mattei’s theory of the three models of the imposition of Western laws is helpful in understanding the reception of law in Taiwan. They are: (1) the “imperialistic/colonial rule” or “imposition of law by military force” model; (2) the “imposition by bargaining” model, in the sense that the acceptance of law is part of subtle extortion; and (3) the consensual model, in which law is exported through a deliberate process of institutionalised admiration. Laura Nader & Ugo Mattei, Plunder: When the Rule of Law is Illegal 19-20 (2008). All three models can be found in Taiwan: (1) the legal development under Japanese colonialism fits the model; (2) the legislation of intellectual property law in which Taiwan amended its law in exchange for the United States dropping trade sanctions fits the model; and (3) the “choice” of borrowing from Western laws after democratization is an example of the model.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
The women’s movement as well as other social movements, originally committed to constitutional mobilization in the 1990s, turned to international human rights law to pursue their goals in the 21st century. After 2009, when the United Nations rejected the deposition of Taiwan’s ratification of international human rights conventions, a “self-compliance” approach was proposed and adopted. The legislature has passed laws to enforce several international human rights conventions,\footnote{109. They include: the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women; the Convention on the Rights of the Child; and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.} and the administration has worked with human rights NGOs to invite international human rights experts to Taiwan to conduct national report reviews. A convergence model of national law and international and transnational law—that is, national law’s consistency with international law or transnational law\footnote{110. Vicki Jackson has distinguished three postures of a national constitutional court toward transnational law: (1) resistance, meaning to distinguish or neglect; (2) convergence, meaning to identify and uniformize; and (3) engagement, characterized by openness and deliberation. See \textit{VICKI JACKSON, CONSTITUTIONAL ENGAGEMENT IN A TRANSNATIONAL ERA}, 17-70 (2010).} has become the dominant model. Although Sally E. Merry has painted a rather positive picture of how international human rights laws were appropriated and translated in several local contexts,\footnote{111. See \textit{SALLY ENGLE MERRY, HUMAN RIGHTS & GENDER VIOLENCE: TRANSLATING INTERNATIONAL LAW INTO LOCAL JUSTICE} (2006).} the “localization” of international norms in Taiwan is practiced under the shadow of Western legal hegemony, which has distracted attention from the potential of local norms.\footnote{112. Chen, \textit{supra} note 108, at 76–78. But cf. Chang Wen-cheng, \textit{An Isolated Nation with Global-Minded Citizens: Bottom-Up Transnational Constitutionalism in Taiwan}, 4 \textit{NAT’L TAIWAN U. L. REV.} 203 (2009).} Besides, as Sara L. Friedman has argued, human rights claims as “aspirational sovereignty” claims—that is, human rights acting as a mode of sovereignty assertions—can and do involve different versions of Taiwan’s very own sovereignty and its aspired-to international belonging.\footnote{113. Sara L. Friedman, \textit{Aspirational Sovereignty and Human Rights Advocacy: Audience, Recognition and the Reach of the Taiwan State} (on file with author).} 

In this context, transnational law of the progressive West and international law serve as privileged legal resources (or “legal stock”)\footnote{114. The availability of legal stock is one of the four dimensions of a legal opportunity structure in Ellen Ann Andersen’s definition. \textit{ELLEN ANN ANDERSEN, OUT OF THE CLOSETS AND INTO THE COURTS: LEGAL OPPORTUNITY STRUCTURE AND GAY RIGHTS LITIGATION} 9-14 (2004).} for both the marriage equality movement and its countermovement. Both sides take for granted, therefore, the need to establish their arguments by referring to foreign legislation to their advantage, and the direction of “international trends” has become a point of dispute. Naturally, American and French laws are favorable for the marriage equality movement.\footnote{115. The French model of partnership for both same-sex and opposite-sex couples is a crucial reference for the diverse family movement.} Since 2014, Evan Wolfson—founder of Freedom to Marry and firm opponent of
partnership legislation, who argued that anything other than marriage is inherently unequal—has visited Taiwan several times at the invitation of marriage equality advocacy groups, where, ironically, he was introduced as “the father of marriage equality in the United States” and spoke on the global movement for the right to marry. Sex discrimination arguments for same-sex marriage, as what Suzanne Goldberg called a “risky argument” that “not only seeks a desirable outcome but also aims to shift a court’s conceptualization of the problem at issue,” were scarcely mentioned and persistently overlooked, probably because most American judges have ignored or even rejected them. International and regional human rights documents do not explicitly require the legalization of same-sex marriage, but marriage equality activists, who advocate marriage equality as a universal value, have argued that these documents, including the Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity, shall be interpreted as protecting the right to marry and as prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. Marriage equality activists have submitted shadow reports, attending national report review panels to persuade international experts and have then utilized the international human rights experts’ national report review, which suggests that the legalization of same-sex marriage be considered so as to make Taiwan a pioneer in the Asia-Pacific region, to their advantage.

Marriage equality opponents have also taken the opportunity to appeal to international human rights experts and have argued that gay rights as well as the right to marry are not covered by international human

119. In Taiwan, equality arguments for same-sex marriage usually claim that the exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage constitutes a form of different treatment based on sexual orientation and gender identity and without reasonable basis. My concurring opinion for a moot constitutional court held in 2014 on the constitutionality of the same-sex marriage ban is one of the few legal opinions that invoke sex discrimination and substantive equality arguments for same-sex marriage. See Moni xianfa fating Chen Chao-ju dafaquan xietong yijianshu (Justice Chen Chao-ju’s concurring opinion, Moot Constitutional Court), TAIWAN FASHIZHENG ZILIAOKU (TAIWAN DATABASE FOR EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUDIES) (TaDELS), http://itdels.digital.ntu.edu.tw/item.php?ID=A_0002_0006_0008_0001_0005 [https://perma.cc/FW29-EX2K]. The decision and opinions of the moot constitutional court were sent to the TCC as amici curiae.
120. See Goldberg, supra note 118, at 2113-29.
121. These shadow reports are available through TaDel at TAIWAN FASHIZHENG ZILIAOKU (TAIWAN DATABASE FOR EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUDIES) (TaDELS), http://itdels.digital.ntu.edu.tw/ [https://perma.cc/QD2F-4K2T].
rights law in their shadow reports.\textsuperscript{123} Their appeal to international laws and experts can be considered a response to the LGBTQ community’s “secular backlash” and an attempt to confirm that they are on the right track of conforming to international norms.\textsuperscript{124} Given the enormously prestigious status of German law in Taiwan, the German dual-track model of registered life partnership for same-sex couples and marriage for opposite-sex couples has become the countermovement’s most persuasive example. It may have lost its edge since Germany amended its law and legalized same-sex marriage in 2017, after the announcement of the Same-Sex Marriage Case, but it can still be used as a desirable case of incrementalism by arguing that, to move one step at a time, legal recognition of same-sex partnership must precede same-sex marriage.\textsuperscript{125} Besides, German Constitutional Court Justice Susanne Baer, who had visited Taiwan in 2014, expressed her views on the German experience during her visit and in an interview with officers of the Ministry of Justice in 2016, in which she explained the background of the German legislation as well as the social costs of the litigation that followed, and suggested that the legalization of same-sex marriage be considered in Taiwan.\textsuperscript{126} Marriage equality activists often cite her opinion to undermine the influence of the German model, which they consider to be an undesirable model of “separate and unequal.”

The “separate but (un)equal” rhetoric, which prevails in the debate over special legislation for same-sex couples, is no doubt borrowed from \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson, Brown v. Board of Education,} and the United States’ history of racial segregation. Like American marriage-equality advocates,\textsuperscript{127} marriage equality activists in Taiwan also use \textit{Loving v. Virginia} as a frequently cited precedent to argue for the unconstitutionality of a marriage ban and marriage segregation. The race analogy in same-sex marriage debates can also be seen in other national settings, such as Canada and South Africa. Yet what is distinct, if not unique, in the exercise of this

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{124} Huang, \textit{supra} note 67, at 129–31.

\textsuperscript{125} The incrementalism rationale is often invoked to support the legal recognition of same-sex unions in non-marital forms in Taiwan and in the United States. For a critique of using the rationale of incrementalism to legitimate the distinction between marriage and civil union in the U.S., see Suzanne B. Goldberg, \textit{Marriage as Monopoly: History, Tradition, Incrementalism, and the Marriage/Civil Union Distinction}, 41 \textit{CONN. L. REV.} 1397, 1416–23 (2009).

\textsuperscript{126} See \textit{Fawubu (法務部) [MINISTRY OF JUSTICE], Kaocha Faguo, Deguo Tongxing Banly/Tongxing Huyin Fazhi Fazhan ji Shiwu Yunzuozuo Qingxing} (考察法國、德國同性伴侶/同性婚姻法制發展及實務運作情形) [\textit{INVESTIGATIVE REPORT OF THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF SAME-SEX PARTNERSHIP AND SAME-SEX MARRIAGE IN FRANCE AND GERMANY}] 31–39 (2016).

\textsuperscript{127} The miscegenation analogy formed the basis of the first victory of the same-sex marriage movement in Hawai‘i in 1996, but was first elaborated by Andrew Koppelman in the 1980s. \textit{See Katharine Franke, Wedlocked: The Perils of Marriage Equality} 7, 237 n.5 (2015).
\end{footnotesize}
analogy in Taiwan is that this rhetoric and constant reference to racial segregation and anti-miscegenation laws reflect a loss of the historical memory of the ban on intermarriage between the Taiwanese and Japanese under Japanese colonialism—a ban that was implemented to enforce Japanese superiority by segregation, and then lifted to facilitate assimilation.\textsuperscript{128} This analogy also neglects the colonial experience of special legislation for the Taiwanese under Japanese colonialism, which perpetrated colonial inferiority. In contrast, marriage equality opponents do distinguish marriage from racial segregation, arguing that these are two different matters and that special legislation for same-sex couples does not resemble the racial segregation of “separate but equal.”

Reasoning on the basis of Aristotle’s “likes alike” and noting the argument against “black inferiority” in \textit{Brown},\textsuperscript{129} marriage equality proponents, however, rarely notice the \textit{Loving} Court’s argument against “white supremacy,”\textsuperscript{130} and widely celebrate \textit{United States v. Windsor} and \textit{Obergefell v. Hodges} without noticing the neglect of gender inequality and applause for marital supremacy in these two decisions. Since Confucius exists as an icon of feudalist conservatism and gender inequality for liberal-minded people in Taiwan, it is astonishing that \textit{Obergefell}’s citing of Confucius to establish the historical and universal recognition of marriage in human society\textsuperscript{131} received little criticism from the liberal camp, showing how the passion for same-sex marriage trumped the concern for gender equality.

The \textit{Same-Sex Marriage Case} also provides an opportunity to examine the conflicting roles of international human rights law in the marriage equality controversy. Unusually, the majority opinion did not refer to any foreign legislation or constitutional court decisions, not even its favorite German jurisprudence, which can be considered an intentional attempt to dodge dealing with the TCC’s previous decisions in which it upheld the principle of institutional protection for opposite-sex-only marriage under German law.\textsuperscript{132} Interestingly, one of the decision’s two dissenting opin-
ions, authored by conservative Justice Wu Chen-huan (吳陳ひとつ), cited in detail international and regional human rights documents and decisions that he deemed not supportive of same-sex marriage and explicitly noted that only a few countries have legalized same-sex marriage, arguing that the right to marry is not a universally recognized human right and that local particularities should be considered, including the traditional ethical order, the function of the family to generate the next generation, the aging of a society, and low fertility rates. Moreover, in *Obergefell*, the four conservative justices, each of whom had previously expressed opposition to judicial borrowing in constitutional cases, nevertheless cited foreign sources in oral arguments and their written dissents. The similarity of the *Obergefell* dissents and Justice Wu’s dissent shows how, for same-sex marriage opponents, foreign authorities can be cherry-picked to serve their goals.

Justice Wu’s denial of the universal value of same-sex marriage, demand for respect of local culture and tradition, and support for incrementalism are shared by same-sex marriage opponents, including the justice minister, who argued as a representative of the government in the TCC’s oral argument that the legalization of same-sex marriage would destroy historical tradition, culture, and ethical order. Same-sex marriage proponents, in contrast, argued that there is no Taiwanese tradition of marriage as the union of one man and one woman because concubinage was part of the tradition, and that a discriminatory tradition does not deserve respect and has been abolished in law.

In this light, marriage equality proponents and opponents have internalized as well as resisted legal orientalism. By utilizing international human rights law and certain Western laws as privileged resources and by appealing to international experts, both sides demonstrate the aspiration—or compulsion—to situate their claims under the authority of international human rights law or to seek supporting Western legislation or court decisions. The fact that the decision of the South African Constitutional Court...
on same-sex marriage, which recognized the “the right to be different” and celebrated difference rather than sameness, received much less attention than United States v. Windsor and Obergefell v. Hodges is an indication of how both sides subscribed to Western hegemony, and how an alternative argument for same-sex marriage adopted by a constitutional court in the global south has been neglected as a result. However, legal orientalism has also been resisted. Marriage equality opponents refuse to consider local legal and culture tradition to be inferior to the West, and its proponents endeavor to demonstrate the changing and contested nature of tradition.

B. “First in Asia” Discourses and the Case of Interest Convergence

The “First in Asia” discourses provide another window into the entangled relationship between intimate relationship recognition and national status recognition. While the desire to burnish a country’s international reputation, in particular as a regional human rights pioneer, has facilitated some countries’ recognition of same-sex marriage (e.g., the Netherlands, Belgium, Canada, Spain, and South Africa), Taiwan is a somewhat different case due to its status as an unrecognized state. Numerous international and local media outlets have presented Taiwan as a leader of marriage equality in Asia, quoting pro-same-sex marriage legislators and activists who express their passionate hope and aspiration for Taiwan to be a pioneering example for other Asian countries, which will facilitate Taiwan’s international recognition as a nation of democracy and freedom distinct from the PRC:

If we’re the first in Asia, that will definitely raise Taiwan’s international profile. The world will see that we emphasize democracy, the rule of law, and freedom.

Yu Mei-nu (尤美晉)
DPP legislator

136. In the Same-Sex Marriage Case, petitioner Chi Chia-wei (祁家威) briefly mentioned the South African Constitutional Court’s decision merely as an example of foreign court decisions endorsing same-sex marriage and did not address its reasoning. In public discourses, Minister of Home Affairs and Another v. Fourie and Another was sometimes cited as a case supporting same-sex marriage, but its legal reasoning of the right to be different remains largely unnoticed. See 2006 (1) SA 524 (CC) (S. Afr.).

137. It has also been suggested that Minister of Home Affairs and Another v. Fourie is a better approach and that Obergefell should have referred to Fourie. See Holning Lau, Marriage Equality and Family Diversity: Comparative Perspectives from the United States and South Africa, 85 FORDHAM L. REV. 2615, 2619 (2017).


There are some ways we can never compete with China, but this is a way we can compete, set a good example for them, use soft power . . . If Taiwan is to continue to be a beacon of liberty and democracy in Asia, these are the things that can really make us stand out . . . When we pass this law, other nations in Asia will be watching.

Jason Hsu (許毓仁)
KMT legislator

In Asia, every country’s situation is different . . . . But this should certainly offer some encouragement to different societies to consider following in Taiwan’s footsteps and giving gays and lesbians the right to marry.

Chi Chia-wei (祁家威)
Gay activist and one of the petitioners in the Same-Sex Marriage Case

This will open doors for a lot of other nations in the region . . . It is also good for Taiwan. It will bring a lot of international attention and recognition.

Toby Chang
Rally participant

Legislator Yu’s comment on same-sex marriage advocacy as the “pride of Taiwan” is representative of this discourse, which upgrades gay pride to national pride and associates the issue of same-sex marriage with the issue of nation status. Unlike the situation in Singapore, where embracing gay identity is mainly considered a rejection of the nation and its people, the perception of gay pride as national pride is echoed by many in Taiwan, including the TCC. In an effort to bring Taiwan and the TCC itself to the international stage by presenting its recognition of same-sex couples’ right to marry as a progressive move toward gender equality, the TCC held an international press conference in 2017 to announce the Same-Sex Marriage Case, at which the decision was read in Mandarin Chinese, English, and Japanese, and an English translation of the decision was provided to the press. Both the multilingual announcement and the immediate release of an English translation were unprecedented in the history of the TCC. Widely covered and well received by international media, the Same-Sex Marriage Case enhanced the TCC’s prestige and Taiwan’s reputation as a country committed to gender equality. It nevertheless reflects, as well as contributes to the prevailing yet problematic view of gender equality as sameness.

140. Rauhala, supra note 26.
The *Same-Sex Marriage Case* can therefore be understood as a culmination of “interest convergence.” Neo Khuu has applied Derrick Bell’s interest convergence theory to explain how sexual minorities’ and majorities’ interests converged institutionally, economically, and ideologically to affirm marital supremacy and made *Obergefell* possible.\footnote{145. Neo Khuu, *Obergefell v. Hodges: Kinship Formation, Interest Convergence, and the Future of LGBTQ Rights*, 64 UCLA L. Rev. 184, 214–24 (2017).} I would further argue that the *Same-Sex Marriage Case* is a product of interest convergence—not only because sexual minorities’ and majorities’ interests converged in an era when marriage has become less preferable\footnote{146. The Taiwan Social Change Survey constantly shows a decline in approval of the idea that “having a bad marriage is better than not being married” and an increase of support for the view that “it is fine to cohabit and not getting married.” See *Taiwan Shehui Bianqian Jiben Diaocha Jihua Diqiqi Dierci Diaocha Jihua Zhibing Baogao* (Executive Report on the Taiwan Social Change Survey, Round 7 Year 2) 205, 207 (Fu Yang-chih (傅仰止) et al. eds., 2016).} and the divorce rate relatively higher,\footnote{147. Since 1998, the crude divorce rate has remained above 2.0 per mille. The crude divorce rate in 2018 was 2.31 per mille. See *Ministry of Interior, Number and Rates of Birth, Death, Marriage and Divorce* (2017), available at https://www.moi.gov.tw/files/site_stuff/321/1/month/m1-02.ods [https://perma.cc/8PT4-8W7X].} but also due to Taiwan’s search for international recognition, which demonstrates similarity to Bell’s interpretation of *Brown* as a decision that gave international credibility to America’s freedom and democracy in the global struggle against communism and totalitarianism.\footnote{148. See Derrick A. Bell, Jr., *Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-Convergence Dilemma*, 93 Harv. L. Rev. 518, 524 (1980) (arguing that “the decision helped to provide immediate credibility to America’s struggle with Communist countries to win the hearts and minds of emerging third world peoples”).} Besides, the TCC’s “timely intervention” also indicated how the TCC’s interest in increasing its global visibility converged with President Tsai and her party’s political interest in downplaying their involvement in the marriage equality controversy. It is also worth mentioning that a pivotal moment in the LGBTQ movement in late 2016 was generated by the tragic death of Jacques Picoux, a retired French lecturer at National Taiwan University who committed suicide after his long-term Taiwanese partner passed away and his right to participate in medical decisions and legal claims to the shared property had been denied.\footnote{149. Caroline Mortimer, Taiwan Could Become First Asian Country to Legalise Same-Sex Marriage Following Suicide of Prominent Gay Professor, *Independent* (Oct. 28, 2016), https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/taiwan-equal-marriage-same-sex-marriage-lgbt-rights-asia-jacques-picoux-a7384686.html [https://perma.cc/54HP-9NXE].} Legalizing same-sex marriage is therefore considered, in part, redemption for the death of an elite white French gay man who spent most of his life in Taiwan.

The national pride perspective is, however, not commonly shared. Activists in other Asian countries are not enthusiastic about the influence of the *Same-Sex Marriage Case* in their own countries, and Taiwan activists’ celebration of “First in Asia” can be understood as an indication of a colo-
nized mind.\textsuperscript{150} East Asia, in contrast, is considered to be in a backward condition, lacking in progressive and individual values, which casts doubts about whether Japan, Korea, and other Asian countries are ready to embrace such values and to legalize same-sex marriage in the near future.\textsuperscript{151} Moreover, marriage equality opponents fiercely condemn the \textit{Same-Sex Marriage Case} as a national disaster rather than a cause for national pride, because they believe it will destroy the foundation of the country, set a disastrous example for other Asian countries, and contribute to the global expansion of sexual liberation. For them, the fight against the legalization of same-sex marriage is also a fight for the nation (and Asia):

The overall aim is to destroy marriage as we know it . . . Some places are waiting for Taiwan to set the example. If Taiwan fails, then the rest of Asia will fall.

\begin{quote}
Joanna Lei (雷儒)  
Former legislator\textsuperscript{152}
\end{quote}

Taiwan is the first place in Asia they [the libertines] want to gain control of.

\begin{quote}
Chen Chih-hung (陳志宏) and Paul Chang (張全鈺)  
Leaders of religious groups\textsuperscript{153}
\end{quote}

If marriage equality is approved, it will shake this nation to its foundations. It will lead to the nation’s destruction due to the end of procreation by Taiwanese.

\begin{quote}
Chang Shou-yi (張守一)  
Leader of the alliance of religious groups\textsuperscript{154}
\end{quote}

I am not a religious believer, much less a Christian, but it is important to stand up for Taiwan, the next generation and family values.

\begin{quote}
Mr. Lin  
Anti-same-sex marriage rally participant\textsuperscript{155}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{150.} Chen Yi-Chien (陳宜倫), \textit{Buzhishi Tonghun? (不只是同婚?) [More than Same-Sex Marriage?]} \textit{, 107 FYUAN ZONGHENG (婦研雑誌) [FORUM IN WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES]} \textit{44, 48} (2017).

\textsuperscript{151.} See, e.g., Yuki Arai, \textit{Is Japan Ready to Legalize Same-Sex Marriage}, \textit{16 ASIAN-PAC. L. \& POL’Y J.} \textit{122} (2014); Jae Won Shin, \textit{Coming out of the Closet: A Comparative Analysis of Marriage Equality between the East and West}, \textit{49 N.Y.U. J. INT’L L. \& POL’Y} \textit{1119, 1122-23, 1132} (2017). Their view has been somewhat challenged by the facts that the Thailand government began its plan to recognize same-sex civil partnerships in 2018 and that a group of same-sex couples jointly filed lawsuits against Japanese government claiming that the denial of their marriages violates the country’s constitution on Valentine’s day in 2019.


\textsuperscript{153.} Ho Yi, \textit{Something Wicked This Way Comes}, \textit{TAIPEI TIMES} (June 30, 2014), http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/feat/archives/2014/06/30/2003593988/1 [https://perma.cc/89B4-EBZJ].


This divided picture of same-sex marriage reveals how the issue has become a matter of national survival or national pride in Taiwan. The legalization of same-sex marriage will either enrich the nation and make it a leader in Asia or destroy Taiwan and sink other Asian countries.\(^{156}\) Obsessed with the nation and its place in Asia as well as in the world, the Taiwanese people engage with the marriage equality controversy in ways that reflect their struggle for international recognition as well as self-identity—a struggle that is entangled with international politics as well as with the global movements for and against marriage equality.

**Conclusion**

The resemblance between *Obergefell v. Hodges* and the Same-Sex Marriage case demonstrates a convergence of the constitutional ideas of formal equality and marital supremacy. Marriage equality has served as a site of contestation in which various visions of marriage and equality compete and interact, and in which Western hegemony is at once affirmed and contested. This has resulted in the unfortunate rise of marital supremacy, the continuing prevalence of formal equality, and the loss of feminist voice in the migration of marriage equality. American feminist critiques of marriage supremacy, as diverse as they are, did not migrate with *Obergefell* to Taiwan, partly because *Obergefell* did not recognize them. Sex discrimination arguments for marriage equality did not travel across borders, partly because they did not win in courts at home.

As the standard account of marriage’s trajectory shifts its focus from male supremacy to the exclusion of same-sex couples—a phenomenon that is not unique to Taiwan—it is worrying that the marriage equality movement, as it expands, is losing its critical edge and has marginalized feminist concerns. Unlike feminists in the 1990s, who held a critical view toward marriage and sought critical connection to American lesbian feminism, marriage equality advocates in the 2000s embraced the TCC’s endorsement of marital supremacy and collaborated with “the father of the right to marry in the United States.” Although lesbians do play a significant part in the marriage equality movement, including serving as plaintiffs for ongoing cases of marriage registration and adoption of children, lesbian feminism is rarely the prioritized issue, and lives outside marriage are left in the dark corners. In the meantime, “destroy family, abolish marriage” queer critics have borrowed from queer criticism against neo-liberal sexual governance in the United States,\(^{157}\) and religious conservatives have translated and articulated the American Christian right’s agenda and exper-

---

\(^{156}\) Cases involving the recognition of transgender marriage and the regulation of intermarriages between Taiwanese and Chinese also demonstrate the entanglement of the marriage institution and the nation’s viability. See generally Sara L. Friedman, *Stranger Anxiety: Failed Legal Equivalences and the Challenges of Intimate Recognition in Taiwan*, 29 PUB. CULTURE 433 (2017).

\(^{157}\) Liu Wen (劉文), *Kuer Zuoyi “Chao Ying Gan Mei”? “Tongxinglian Zhengdian Hua” de Pianzhi ji Taiwan Tongzhi Yundong de Xiufu Quanshi* (酷兒左翼「超英趕美」？「同性戀正典化」的偏執及臺灣同志運動的修復詮釋) [The Queer Paranoia of Homonormativ-
iences for their interests. Transnational feminism is absent to the extent that the mainstream marriage equality advocacy in Taiwan has chosen to link with the American same-sex marriage movement and scholarship that emphasize formal equality and marital supremacy, rather than with skeptical marriage equality criticism and substantive equality theory. The result is that Taiwanese marriage-equality advocacy has bypassed American feminists’ past efforts to recognize non-marital relationships as well as the continuing fight against non-marital discrimination after same-sex marriage. The asymmetry of transnational flow—including the globalization of the religious conservative movement that accompanies the expansion of American experiences to Asia and not vice versa—also demonstrates the selective influence of American hegemony.

With respect to marriage equality, the challenge for transnational feminism is its very absence, which is shaped by local agents’ choices, by movement and countermovement dynamics, and by the local-global structure. Although a critical connection will remain, albeit constrained by the local contexts and global structure, it is crucial to revisit the hidden histories that existed before “marriage equality,” to learn from the gains and losses brought by merely extending the access to marriage, to focus on hierarchy rather than on sameness and difference, and to attend to the inequalities of those living outside marriages. A claim won in American courts may well travel to Asia with American jurisprudence as its claim to superiority, yet it may well be efforts and theories standing outside of court successes that deserve more attention from a critical mind looking for a radical change.

158. Huang, supra note 67, at 132.
159. For instance, consider the advocacy of the Beyond Marriage Movement, the legislation of the Permanent Partners Immigration Act, and the law reform proposal for cohabitants. See generally Cynthia Grant Bowman, Unmarried Couples, Law, and Public Policy (2010). These efforts are certainly not limited to the United States.